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Introduction 
The development of the modern theory of Hardy classes HP, has its 
roots in a paper of Beurling [4], who used the function theory of 
Nevanlinna to find the invariant subspaces of Hz of the unit disc. 
Helson and Lowdenslager in their fundamental work [20] (see also [21]), 
showed that the basic properties of HP classes (at least for p > 1). 
did not actually depend on classical function theory, but were of a 
much more general nature. Their set up was group-theoretical, and 
leads in several directions. Here we shall be concerned with function 
algebras (a current of thought that goes back to Bochner, Gleason; see 
Notes to Chapter 4 of [22]), and the theory of Hardy classes in that 
context. In this direction, the next major step was taken by Hoffman [23] 
who, while relying heavily on the projection arguments of Helson and 
Lowdenslager, recognized the importance of the role played by the 
logarithms of the moduli of the invertible elements in the basic algebra. 
He developed a theory capable, in particular, of dealing with the algebra 
of bounded analytic functions on the unit disc. Many authors have 
contributed to the theory in recent years. In [31], Lumer showed that 
Hoffman’s theory holds under the mere assumption of unique repre- 
* Much of this work was done while the first author held a position at the Universidad 
National de La Plata, La Plats, Argentina. The second author was supported by NSF 
grant GP 5813. 
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senting measure, bringing to light the role of envelope considerations, 
rather than uniform approximation, involving functions related to the 
basic algebra. The independent work of Konig [28], and Hoffman and 
Rossi [24], extended the circle of standard Up results to what can be 
considered its ultimate generality, i.e., the case when the representing 
measure is unique among those that are absolutely continuous with 
respect to it. 
The study of the situation in which the space of representing measures 
is finite-dimensional began with the work of Wermer, [42] and later 
O’Neill [36]. A ssuming a hypodirichlet algebra, they introduce an 
analytic structure in the part of the maximal ideal space containing the 
homomorphism under consideration. Most recently, Ahern and 
Sarason [2], have taken steps to develop the 2%~ theory in the finite- 
dimensional case, again assuming a hypodirichlet algebra. However if 
one only assumes a strongly dominant representing measure (Glicksberg 
[17]) (so for instance, does not suppose unique Arens-Singer measure), 
basically the same results hold Here we develop systematically a general 
theory that will contain in particular all such finite-dimensional situations. 
Furthermore the theory of the HP classes is subordinated to, and follows 
from, that of the universal Hardy class we introduce; in particular, our 
results hold, not only for the Banach spaces corresponding p >, 1, 
but for all HP, p > 0. In developing this systematic theory, our approach 
is abstract function-theoretic, and so, based on the use of the abstract 
conjugation (compare Lumer [32]) rather than the projection methods, 
and uniform integrability rather than norm and Banach-space con- 
siderations. In any case, linear-space methods and other functional- 
analysis tools play an important role in what we do. We give a series of 
applications which in part involve the use of the universal class, or HJJ 
forp < 1. 
We now shall describe our results in more detail, and to be more 
precise, make some definitions which are to remain in force throughout 
the paper. 
A shall denote a uniform algebra on a compact Hausdorff space X, 
i.e., a uniformly closed subalgebra of C(X), which contains the constants 
and separates the points of X. &(A) shall denote the spectrum, or 
maximal ideal space, of A. y will denote a fixed element in J?‘(A). 
My designates the set of representing measures for y on X, i.e., the set 
of positive Baire measures p on X, such that 
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We shall denote by m a fixed element in My. Unless otherwise specified, 
expressions like a.e. (almost everywhere), LP, convergence in measure, 
etc., are always understood as relative to m. 
We write A, for the kernel of y, i.e., A, = {f~ A : r(f) = O}. 
H”, Ho”, are defined (as usual) as the weak* closures of A, A,, respec- 
tively, in L”. Also, for 0 < p < co, HP, HOP, are defined as the closures 
of 4 4 9 in LP. y extends continuously to H1, and this extension will 
again be denoted by y. y is multiplicative on H”, with kernel Ho”. 
We also consider y defined on the real parts of elements f E A, via 
r@ef > = Redf 1. 
Given a set F of complex-valued functions, we shall consider notations 
like Re F = FR , 1 F 1, F-l, log 1 F /, etc., as self-evident (for instance 
IF I = {If I :f EF)), and use these freely from here on. 
This paper is divided into four parts. The first part studies the 
universal class H, and the abstract conjugation (a notion which extends 
that of conjugation of harmonic functions), in the most general context. 
In this respect, a distinguished role is played by the “unique extension 
set”, 
E= {uELRa: all positive extensions of y from Ho0 to L” agree on 24}. 
In Section II, we assume that m is enveloped (see II, Definition l.l), 
which does include the finite-dimensional situations. Now, the domain 
of the conjugation is the L1 closure of Re A, and we can prove a general 
modification theorem ([20], [32], 111.1.6) which is then used systematically 
together with the formal properties of H to derive the basic HP results. 
Section III deals specifically with the case in which the set of repre- 
senting measures is finite-dimensional, and further precision becomes 
possible; also several characterization of the universal class are given. 
In Subsection 3 of III, we indicate considerable shortcuts in deriving 
the theory for the “finite-dimensional” case when no emphasis is placed 
on the most general and systematic approach. In particular, a consid- 
erable simplification is obtained of a theorem of Ahern and Sarason 
concerning unique Arens-Singer measures [2]. 
In Subsection III.2 a maximality theorem for H” is proved, which 
allows one to obtain an abstract form of Mergelyan’s theorem. This 
form of Mergelyan’s theorem is given in subsection IV.l, together with 
a proof of Mergelyan’s theorem for holomorphically convex compact 
subsets of an open Riemann surface (cf. Bishop [6]). 
The theory is also applied to obtain information on the boundary 
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behavior of analytic function on finite open Riemann surfaces. And it is 
applied to discuss extremal functions in H1. 
Part of the material in this paper has been announced in [34], [34]. 
The division of the material is as follows: 
Section I: General measures. 1. The universal Hardy class. 
2. Abstract conjugation. 3 Weak * closure. The Hoffmann-Rossi 
theorems. 4. Measures for which N” is L1 dense in N. 5. Jensen 
measures. 
Section II : Enveloped and strongly dominant measures. 1. Enveloped 
measures. 2. Strongly dominant measures. 3. Parts. 4. Szego’s theorem. 
5. H@ classes. 
Section Ill : Homomorphisms with finitely generated representing 
measures. 1. Finitely generated representing measures. 2. Arens- 
Singer measures. 3. Comments. 4. Some examples. 
Section IV: Applications to approximation and function theory. 
1. Mergelyan’s theorem. 2. Extremal function in H1. 3. Boundary 
values and the Phragmen-Lindelof maximum principle. 
I. General Measures 
1. The Universal Hardy Class 
We recall that a subset 9 of L1 is uniformly integrable (u.i.). if 
(writing {If 1 > a} for {x E X : 1 f(x)\ > a}), 
s 
IfI d??+0 as a++oo, 
{lfl >a} 
uniformly for f E % 
We collect several known facts about uniform integrability ([8], [lo]) in 
the two lemmas below, for later reference. 
1 .I. Lemma. The following are equivalent for a subset 42 of L1: 
(a) % is uniformly integrable; 
(b) 9 is weakly sequentially compact; 
(c) @ is bounded in L1, and SE j f 1 dm + 0 
as m(E) -+ 0, uniformly for f E S; 
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(d) there exists a continuous real-valued function 4(t) 3 0 on 
[0, + co], such that limt++co d(t)/t = + ~0, and supfeu J4( I f I) dm < + ~0; 
(e) same as (d), with +(t) in addition convex and strictly increasing. 
1.2. Lemma. Consider a sequence of functions f, E L1, and f E L1. If 
fn + f in measure, and {f,} is u.i., then f, -f in L1. If fn + f in L1, 
then {fn} is u.i. 
Let 9 be the space of measurable functions, modulo null functions, 
with the topology of convergence in measure. This is an F-space, [lo], 
in which the distance between two elements f and g is given by / 11 f - g 1) 1, 
where 
Let L be the set of functions f E 9 for which log+ 1 f / E L1. If a, b are any 
two complex numbers, then log+ 1 a + b / < log+ 1 a / + log+ / 6 ) + log 2, 
and log+ 1 ab 1 < log+ 1 a ) + log+ / b 1. Hence L is an algebra. We 
introduce a metric topology in L, by means of the distance function d 
defined below 
W,d = lllf-g Ill + s I k+/fl - logfIg II dm 
Hence, fn --t f in L, means that fn tends to f in measure, and log+ 1 f, / -+ 
log+ 1 f ) in L1 norm. L is clearly a complete metric space. 
1.3. Theorem. L is a topological algebra. 
Proof. Suppose f, -+ f, and g, +g in L. Then fn + g, -+ f + g and 
fngn +fg in measure; hence also log+ 1 f, + g, I + log+ I f + g 1, 
and log+ I fngn I -+ log+ I fg 1, in measure. From log+ I fn. + g, ; < 
~~g+/f,l+~~g+Ig,I+~~g~,~~~~~g+If,g,/~~~g+lf,l+~~g+Ig,l~ 
we see that log+ 1 f, + g, ) and log+ j fngn I are uniformly integrable. 
Thus by Lemma 1.2, fn + g, -+ f + g, f& + fg, in L. 
1.4. Definition. The universal Hardy class H, over the algebra A, 
is defined as the closure of A in L. 
It is obvious from the above definition that H is a closed subalgebra 
of L. An alternative, often convenient characterization of the universal 
class is as follows. 
1.5. Proposition. H={f~S:3f,~A,f,-+fa.e.,{log+lf,)}isu.i.}. 
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Proof. Suppose fn E A, f, +f E 9 a.e., {log+ 1 f, I} is u.i. Then 
fn -+ f in measure, and therefore log+ 1 f, 1 -+ log+ 1 f 1 in measure 
(I log+ I fn 1 - log+ 1 f 1 I < / f - f, 1). By Lemma 1.2, f, -+ f in L, and 
so f E H. Conversely, if f c H, let fn E A, fn + f in L. Since fn + f in 
measure, a subsequence f,,. + f a.e., and by Lemma 1.2, {log+ / fk I} is u.i. 
All HP, p > 0, are contained in H. Indeed if f, E A, /If - fn jlp + 0, 
we may assume that f,, --f f a.e., and letting $(t) = ePl for t real, we 
clearly have supn J$(log+ / fn I) dm < +a, so that {log+ 1 f, I} is u.i. by 
Lemma 1.1 (d). 
More generally, consider any continuous real-valued, function 
4(t) > 0 defined on [0, +co], such that +(t) is convex and strictly 
increasing, and +(t)/t + + co. Define 
Then, as above, it follows from 1.1(d), that H+ C H and that H can be 
described in terms of H+ classes as H = v H$, where the union is 
taken over all 4 as described. In particular, for anyp > 0, set&(t) = el’“, 
then obviously HP C H4P (HP = H’p will be proved later, under the 
assumption that m is enveloped), 
1.6. The classical example. Consider the familiar Hardy classes for 
the open unit disc D, HP(D). X is now the unit circle, m the normalized 
Lebesgue measure on X of total mass 1, A the set of functions holo- 
morphic in D, continuous in D. Forf(z) E HP(D), Y < 1, definef,(eie) E A, 
by fr(eiB) = f(rei8). Let f(eie) be the boundary-values function on X, 
in Lp, corresponding to f(z) (see [22]). Clearly fr --f f a.e., and with 
so f E H n LP(= HP, as we shall show later on). In this case (and in 
much greater generality) one shows that H consists of all f of the form 
g/h where g, h E H” and h is outer in the usual sense ([22]; and 1, 
Section III). 
2. Abstract Conjugation 
Abstract conjugation will play a fundamental role throughout our 
development. 
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2.1, Definition. u E LX1 will be called conjugable iff 3 *u EL, and 
u, + iv, in A, J V, dm = 0, such that 11 u - u, Ill -+ 0, vu, --+ *u a.e. 
*u is called a conjugate of u. The set of all conjugable elements in L,l is 
denoted D(*) (it is clearly linear). 
2.2. Theorem. Suppose u E D(*), and *u is a conjugate of u. Then 
u + i*u E H, exp{t(u + i*u)] E H-l for all t real. 
Proof. The latter part of the statement is almost immediate. Given 
u E D( *), *u, consider u, + iv, E A, such that Jvn dm = 0, )I u - u, /I1 -+ 0, 
v, + *u a.e. Set f, = exp(u, + iv,} E A. We may assume that u, -+ u 
a.e.; then fn --+ exp{u + i*u} a.e. Also log+ /f, 1 = u,+, which tends to 
u+ in L1. By Lemma 1.2 {log+ If, I} is u.i. Hence exp{u + i*u} E H 
(Proposition 1.5); so replacing u by tu, exp{t(u + i*u)} E H-l. 
Since t-l(exp{t(u + i*u)} - 1) is in H and tends to u + i*u a.e. as 
t -+ 0+, we shall obtain the first part of our assertion, from the following 
general fact. We shall show that if f E L, eIf EL (for small t > 0), then 
t-l(eu - 1) -+ f, as t -+ 0+, in (the earlier defined topology of) L. Set 
Qt = t-l(etf - 1) 
Then Qt -+ f in measure, so it will suffice to show that /I log+ / Q1 / - 
log+ 1 f 1 Ill -+ 0. By the Lebesgue-dominated convergence theorem our 
task reduces to show that for small t > 0 log+ 1 Qzt / < some fixed 
integrable function. Again, since log+ I Qt 1 < log+ I Q1 - f ) + log+ /f I + 
log 2, and log+ If / is in L1 by assumption, it suffices to show that 
log+/Q,-fl d is ominated. To do this, write f = u + iv, and 
etu = 1 + tu + 8, 
Then: 
Qt -f = (!??fd - iv) + u(eit" - 1) + + eitu, 
and since log+ is monotone-increasing, 
log+/ Qt -f I < log+ / f$ iv 1 + log*1 u 1 + log + $ + constant. 
For x E X, whatever the sign of u(x), e t”(z) is convex as a function of t, 
and hence 6,/t as a family of functions on X is montone decreasing, and 
nonnegative. For small t, > 0, (6,Jto) EL; hence 
for 0 < t ,< t, . (2) 
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On the other hand, from eib~ = 1 + Ji iv &s ds, 
so that 
&to - 1 
log+ -t- - iv < 2 lo@ z, ! + log 2. 
Combining (l), (2), and (3), we see that log+ / Qt - f 1 is dominated by a 
fixed integrable function for small t > 0. 
The above argument also yields the following, which it will be useful 
to have as a separate reference. 
2.3. Lemma. For any p > 0, if f ELP, elf E Lp ,for small t > 0, 
then t- (e 1 ff - 1) tends to f in Lp norm, as t + O+. [In particular, if 
t-l(elf - 1) is bounded in Lp, it tends to f in LPI. 
Next, notice that if u E IIRm, there is a unique U, such that u + iv E H”, 
J z, dm = 0; in fact any other such zi’ would satisfy 0 = J (V - ZI’) dm = 
J (v - zQ2 dm, since m is multiplicative on H”. The above ZI is clearly 
a conjugate of u, and for any zk in HRm, * u will always denote that uniquely 
determined conjugate. We turn now to the question of what can be 
said about D(*), in this generality, in terms of A (or H”), and first 
point out that an argument of Bochner, [7], which applies verbatim to 
our situation, yields at once the following 
2.4. Theorem. For p an even integer, 3 a constant C, , such that 
Vu E HRm, 11 *u lip < CJ u jj?, . Hence the LP closure of A,, for p as 
above, belongs to D(*). (In the L2 norm, conjugation is an isometry on 
Re H,“). 
Also the usual argument of the Kolmogoroff theorem (see for instance 
Rudin [38], p. 220), gives 
2.5. Lemma. Given 0 < p < 1, there exists a constant C, , such that 
vu E 43 9 zd 3 0, II *u lip d Cpll u II1 . 
2.6. Theorem. 8 C D(*). For u E 8, 3 a conjugate *u such that 
exp{t(u + i*u)} E (H”)-l for every t real; J exp(t(u + i*u)} dm = 
exp{t J” u dm}. 
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Proof. Since y has a unique extension to u E 8, 3~; , u: , in HRm, 
such that u6 < u 6 ui , J uh dm and J” ui dm tend to J udm. Passing 
to appropriate subsequences, we may assume that 
II u; - u; II1 d & 7 
1 
II u: - u;+llll < - > 22n+l for 12 = 0, 1, 2.... 
Define 
u m= 
I 
42 
u; 
these nonnegative (nonpositive) 
we have for r < s, integers, 
for m = 2n 
for m=2?2+1 
= 0, 1, 2 ,.... Applying Lemma 2.5 to 
differences, and fixed 0 < p < 1, 
Hence {*urn} is a Cauchy sequence in Lf’, and *u,, tends to a *u in Lp. 
Therefore u E D( *). Now we may also assume that ul, + i *uk --f u + i *u 
a.e., and since uk < u E LRm, exp{& + i *uk} tends weak * to 
exp{u + i *u}, by dominated convergence. Thus exp{u + i *u} E H”. 
We also have similarly, by dominated convergence, 
s 
exp{u + i *u} dm = exp udm 
Replacing u by tu, the proof is complete. 
One consequence, is the following, first obtained by Hoffman and 
Rossi in [25]. We use ( )p to denote “LP closure of.” 
2.7. Corollary. 6 C (Re A)a . 
Proof. Let u E &. It suffices to consider the case when $ udm = 0. 
Let *u be as in 2.6, then J exp{t(u + i *u)} dm = 1, for all t real, and 
we have (compare Ahern and Sarason, [2]), 
s I &‘+i*u) - 1 12 dm = s ($tu - 1) dm = O(t2) (4) 
as t -+O+. By 2.3, u + i *u is thus the limit in L2 of t-l(exp(t(u+i *u)}- 1). 
By Theorem 2.6, the latter is in H”. So u + i *u E H2, u E (AR)2 . 
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To proceed with the theory at the most general level, we shall appeal 
to recent results of Hoffman and Rossi, [25]. 
3. Weak * Closure. The Hoffman-Rossi Theorems 
Here we derive some simple consequences of theorems of Hoffman 
and Rossi. These consequences will be used in the sequel. For com- 
pleteness we also give proofs of the Hoffman-Rossi theorems (in part 
with different argument). 
We start with a few very simple propositions. “3 denotes “closed 
convex hull.” 
3.1. Lemma. If 1 < p < + 00, and f,, is a sequence in Lp converging 
weakly to f E Lp, then for almost all x, 
Proof. For fixed n, (fj}j”=n converges weakly to f. Hence convex 
combinations of elements of that sequence converge to f a.e. 
3.2. Corollary. If 1 < p < +co, f, E Lp, and f, --+ f weakly, then 
for almost all x, / f (x)1 < lim / fJx)I. 
In view of the weak compactness of the unit ball of Lp, I < p < foe, 
we also have the following 
3.3. Corollary. Let K’, K” be convex sets in Lp, 1 < p < co. Suppose 
Elf, E K’, with Re f, E K” and Re f, -+ u a.e. Then if {f,} is bounded in 
Lp, 3g, E K’, with Re g, E K”, Re g, + u a.e., and Im g, -+ some v E LRP, 
a.e. 
We also mention the following consequence. 
3.4. Corollary. If 1 < p < co, {f,} is a bounded sequence in LP, and 
f, + f a.e., then f E LP and fn -+ f weakly. 
Finally, we recall the following lemma from [25]. 
3.5. Lemma. Let M be a convex subset of L”. The following conditions 
are equivalent : 
(a) M is weak * closed. 
(b) If fiL E M, fn -+ f pointwise boundedly, then f E M. 
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Proof. That (a) implies (b) is clear. Let us now suppose that (b) 
holds and that f is in the weak * closure of M. By the Krein-Schmulian 
theorem, we may assume that M is bounded in L”. Now f is in the 
weak * closure of M in L2, therefore in the L2 closure of M, since the 
latter is convex. Hence there is a sequence off, E M, with f, + f a.e. 
By (b) and the boundedness of M, we conclude that f E M. 
3.6. Corollary. Let 0 <p < co, and M be a closed subspace of LY. 
Then M n L” is weak * closed in L”. 
3.7. Theorem. (Hoffman-Rossi). 8 can be characterized as follows: 
&=(uELR?J: Vt real, 32, E (W-l, tu = log\ h, I>. (5) 
d is weak * closed, in L”. 
Proof. If u E 8, then for any t real an h, as in (5) exists by Theorem 2.6. 
The converse follows from Hoffman’s uniqueness argument in [23], 
p. 285. 
To prove that 8 is weak * closed, we use Lemma 3.5, and thus it 
will suffice to show that given U, E 8, u E LRCo, with Ij u, 11% < constant, 
u, + u a.e., we have u E 8. We may assume J u dm = 0, and hence may 
also assume J U, dm = 0. *u, being as in 2.6; we have by the argument 
in 2.7 
/I t-i(exp(t(u, + i *u,)} ~ 1)/12 = O(1) uniformly in n 
as t + O+. From this and Lemma 2.3, {un + i *u,) is a bounded set 
in L2. Therefore, using Corollary 3.3, we see that we can assume from 
here on that *u, tends a.e. to some ZI EL,~. By Theorem 2.6, 
exp{t(u,+i *un)} E H”, and by dominated convergence, exp(t(u,+i *un)} 
tends to et(u+i~) weak *. So el(tWO E H” for all t [and hence belongs to 
(H”)-l]. From (5), we conclude that u E b, and the proof is complete. 
Later we shall indicate another proof of the preceding theorem, 
which can be derived from the theorem we consider below. 
P shall denote the cone of nonnegative functions in LRm. 
3.8. Theorem. (Hoffman-Rossi). Let u EL,“. The following are 
equivalent: 
(a) For each t > 0, 3 h, E H” such that I h, 1 < etu, y(hJ = 1. 
(b) u is the weak * closure of Re A, + P. 
(c) u is in the uniform closure of Re H,, + P. 
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Sketch of Proof. Define 
Q = (UELR” : vt > 0, 3h, E lP, / h, 1 < etu, y(h,) = l}. (6) 
Q is a convex cone, which contains Re H, and P. Using Lemma 3.5 
(and Corollary 3.2) one shows that Q is weak * closed. So (b) * (a). 
That (c) implies (b) is immediate. To show that (a) implies (c) one uses 
the separation theorem for convex sets, proving that every continuous 
functional N which is positive on Re H,, + P is also positive on Q. 
In fact, any such functional is a positive functional, and for u E Q, h, 
related to u as in (6), we have 0 < 01 (Re h, - 1) < a(1 h, 1 - 1). Hence 
0 < a(t-'(e"" - 1)) ---f a(u) as t--to+. 
Now we derive several consequences. 
3.9. Lemma The set of representing measures on A’(L”) for y on H” 
is the weak * closure in (L”)* of the set of representing measures for y 
which are absolutely continuous with respect to m. 
Proof. Let M be the set of functionals of the form h dm, such that 
J uh dm > 0 for all u in the set Q defined in (6). The absolutely con- 
tinuous representing measures are exactly the elements of M that are 
of norm 1. M is (L”)” dense in the set of all functionals in (L”)* which 
are positive on Q. Otherwise there would be a u EL,” such that 
J vh dm > 0 for all h E M, with B(V) < 0 for some LY. E (L”)* that is 
positive on Q. But the first condition already implies that v E Q, con- 
tradicting the second. [Of course, the more general fact involved is this: 
consider a topological vector space X, together with X*, and X**. Let 
Q be a cone in X*, Qi” its polar in the duality (X, X*) and Q20 the 
polar in the duality (X*, X**). Consider QrO embedded in X**; then 
if Q is weak * closed, Qi” is dense in Qzo.] Thus the element in M of 
norm 1 are weak * dense in the functionals of norm 1 which are positive 
on Q, and the latter are exactly the representing measures on A?‘(L”) 
for y on H”. So the proof is complete. 
3.10. Lemma. Every representing measure on A’(L”) for y on H”, 
is absolutely continuous with respect to m, if and only if the set (h : h dm is 
a representing measure for y) is weakly compact in L1. This occurs if and 
only if the set is uniformly integrable. 
Proof. The canonical mapping from L1 to (L”)* is a homeomorphism 
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if L1 is given the weak topology and (L”)* the weak * topology. Since 
the set of representing measures is always weak * compact, we have, 
in view of Lemma 3.9, the first assertion of the lemma. The second 
follows from Lemma 1.1, and the Eberlein-Schmulian theorem. It may 
happen that there are representing measures for y on H” which are 
not absolutely continuous with respect to m, even though all representing 
measures for y on A are absolutely continuous with respect to m. 
Theorem 3.7 had nothing to do with the proof of Theorem 3.8, and 
we now use what precedes to sketch another proof of Theorem 3.7. 
Sketch of Alternative Proof of Theorem 3.7. From Lemma 3.10, it 
follows immediately that we have 
&= /uELRm:[udm=Juhdm, 
for all representing measures of the form h dm, h E LR1l. (7) 
From this we have at once that & is weak * closed. Now suppose 
u E &. Because of the unique extension property, we can find U, E Re H”, 
such that U, < U, 11 u - U, II1 -+ 0, and may assume u, * u a.e. Also 
without loss of generality we may assume J u dm = 0, and hence assume 
J u, dm = 0. Now we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.7 (this time 
we do not need Theorem 2.6, as the u, are in Re H” rather than 8) 
to find zi;, in Re H”, such that i&, + i *IZ~ tends to some g in H2, while 
4 + u a.e.; and to conclude in turn from this, that u E D(*), 3*u with 
u+i*uEH2, 
et(u+i*u) E p-1. 
(8) 
The above also provides an alternative proof for Theorem 2.6. 
At this point the linear sets (spaces) Np enter the picture. They are 
defined as follows: For I < p < CO, 
N”= /wEL& [ 
i . 
wgdm = O,VgEA 
NCP shall denote the complexification of NP. We also define 
3.11. Proposition. N” C N2 C NC N1. 
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Pro0f.l We only have to check that N2 C N. Let w E N2, then 
Cl-A,, and since G is in the L2 closure of A, by Corollary 2.7, we 
conclude w 1 & and we are done. 
It is not known whether N = N1 in general, i.e., whether Re H” is 
weak * dense in 8. An example of Hoffman and Rossi shows that 
H2 n L” will, in general, not equal H”. 
3.12. Lemma. If N2 is L1 dense in N, then H2 n L” = H”. 
Proof. Let f =u+i*uEH2nLm, and wEN2. Then wlu; so 
by our hypothesis u 1 N. Since & is weak * closed, u E &, and therefore 
elf E H”, for all real t. Since we have, as t -+ 0+, 
t-l(etf - 1) --f, boundedly, 
we conclude f E H”. 
4. Measures for mhich N” is L1 Dense in N. 
In all situations in which a full theory of Hardy spaces has been 
developed, and also in Section II of the present work, where we assume 
enveloped measure, it always holds that N” is L1 dense in N. In this 
section we directly assume the latter, and derive several consequences. 
4.1. Proposition. N” is L1 dense in N, ;f and only if d is the L1 closure 
in L” of Re A. 
Proof. Assume N” is L1 dense in N. Let w E (Re A), n L”. Then 
w I N”, and by our assumption w 1 N. Since & is weak * closed, we 
have w E 8’. So & = (Re A), n L”. Conversely, if we assume the latter, 
and if w E LRm, w 1 N”, then w E (Re A),; hence w E d and w 1 N. 
4.2. Proposition. Under the assumption of this section, and provided the 
only real-valued functions in H1 are constants, we have H1 n L” = H”. 
Proof. Letf = u + iv, u and v real, be in H,,l n L”. Then u E (Re A), , 
so u E &. Hence there is a *u, with u + i *u E H2. Since v - *u E H,,l, 
we have v = *u, and consequently f E H2 n L”. Now, by Proposition 3.11 
and Lemma 3.12, we conclude that f E H”. 
1 From here on, unless otherwise specified, we use the standard notationf I g, in the 
sense J-fg dm = 0, whether the functions f, g are real or complex. 
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4.3. Theorem. We assume as before, that N” is L1 dense in N. Then, 
in L1, Al is the closure of the span of A, + N”. 
Proof. (A, + N”) 1 A, hence clearly the closure of the span of 
A,, + N” is contained in Al. To prove the opposite inclusion, let 
g EL”, g 1_ (A, + N”). Write g = u + iv, u and ZI real. Then by our 
assumption and 3.11, g 1 N C N2. So u and v E (Re A)2 . By Theorem 
2.4, there is a *u, such that u + i *u E Hz. Write 6 = *u - v + S v dm. 
Since g 1 A, , 
6 J- AR 1 6 E (Re A)z 
Also j 6 dm = 0. Let f,, E A, , be such that 11 8 - fn )I2 -+ 0. Then 
J S2 dm = limn+=, J 6fn dm = 0. Hence 6 = 0. Thus 
~EH~~L~ = H=CAll 
by 3.12. Therefore, Al C closure of the span of (A, + N”), and we 
are done. 
5. Jensen Measures 
We recall that m is a Jensen measure for y if 
14 r(f)1 G 1 logIf dm, f~ A. 
There always exists a Jensen measure for y2. For p > 0, let 
II Yllz, = sup{1 r(f)1 : llfll, G 1). 
5.1. Lemma. m is a Jensen measure for y if and only if 11 y lip = 1, 
for all p > 0. 
Proof. We will use the classical fact that j/f ljp decreases to 
exp{S log If I dml as P d ecreases to 0 ([lo], p. 535). That /If lip decreases 
is a simple consequence of Holder’s inequality. lim,,, II f [lP can be 
evaluated by applying 1’Hospital’s rule to the indeterminate form 
z See E. Bishop, Holomorphic completions . . ., Ann. Math. 78 (1963), 468-500, or 
Hoffman’s lecture in Ref. [29]. 
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If II Y Ilp = 1 f or all p > 0, then log 1 y( f)l < log IlflI,, for all p > 0. 
Taking the limit as p -+ 0, we obtain log / y( f )I < J log / f 1 dm. 
Conversely, suppose that m is a Jensen measure. Then 1 r(f)1 < 
exp{J log I f I dml G II .f II, f orallp>OandfEA.So//yI~,,== 1 for all 
p >o. 
In the remainder of this section we will assume that m is a Jensen 
measure. 
5.2. Theorem. y extends continuously to H. Denoting this extension 
again by y, we have 
log/ r(f)1 < j loglf! dm 
for all f E H. 
Proof. To prove that y extends continuously to H, it will suffice to 
show that y( f,) -+ 0, for every sequence f, E A which converges to 0 in H. 
If the latter were not true, there would be a sequence fn E A, such that 
fn - 0 in H and I y(fiL)l 2 2. But log 2 d log I y(fJ d J log I fn I dm < 
J log+ / fil / dm + 0, which is a contradiction. This proves the continuity. 
Given f E H, choose f, E A, such that fn -+f in H. For each E > 0, 
log(I f, / + c) converges to log(l f 1 + e) in L1. Hence, 
Letting E tend to 0, we obtain Jensen’s inequality. 
No characterization of H-l is known in this generality. The following 
contains some information. 
5.3. Theorem. If h E H-l, then -co < log 1 r(h)1 = J log I h I dm. 
If h E H and Ah is dense in H, then h E H-l. In particular, if0 < p < co, 
h E HP, and Ah is dense in HP, then h E H-l. 
Proof. If h E H-1, then y(h) # 0, and applying Jensen’s inequality 
(Theorem 5.2) to h and l/h, we have the inequality claimed above. 
If h E H, and Ah is dense in H, then r(h) # 0, so that log 1 h I E L1. 
Choose f,, E A, such that f,h - 1 in H. Then fn ---f l/h in measure. 
Since log+ / f, 1 < log+ 1 fnh / + log+ 1 1 /h /, {log+ 1 f,, I} is uniformly 
integrable. Hence f, -l/hinH,andhEH-I. 
5.4. Theorem. Every real-valued function in H n L1 is constant. 
In particular, every real-valued function H1 is constant. 
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Proof. Suppose h E H n LR1. We may assume without loss of 
generality that r(h) = 0. Then, for all real t, 
0 = log Ir(l + th)l < Slog / 1 + th 1 dm. 
By the Arens lemma in [23], h = 0 a.e. 
5.5. Theorem. The operator u + *u, from Re A with L1 norm, to L 
is closeable. 
Proof. Suppose u, E Re A, and u, converges to 0 in L1, *u, -+ v a.e. 
For each t real, by Theorem 2.2, eilV E H. Hence, 
sin tv = +i(eitv - eeitv) E H n LR1, 
so sin tv = 0 a.e., by Theorem 5.4; it follows that v = 0. That does it 
Hence for Jensen measures, we know that for each u E D(*), there is 
a unique conjugate *u. The map T sending u E D( *) into u + i*u EL 
is then a linear transformation, called in accordance with earlier 
terminology, the Herglotz transformation. 
II. Enveloped and Strongly Dominant Measures 
1. Enveloped Measures 
1 .l . Definition. The representing measure m is called enveloped, 
if whenever {un} is a sequence of continuous real-valued functions such 
that u, 3 0 and J u, dm -+ 0, there exists a subsequence {un,>, and 
fk E A such that 1 fk 1 < e-% and y( fk) -+ 1. In particular, (/ fk jl < 1, 
and fk -+ 1 in measure. 
In the remainder of this section we assume that m is enveloped.3 
1.2. Theorem. Let p be a complex measure on X, and let h dm + dps 
be its Lebesgue decomposition relative to m. If p 1 A,, , then ps 1 A,, , and 
J dpS = 0. In particular, every iepresenting measure for y is absolutely 
continuous with respect to m. 
Proof. The same argument, as used by Forelli in [I I], works in the 
present situation. This goes as follows: We may assume that ps is 
3 In using this hypothesis below, we shall for simplicity and by slight abuse of notation, 
never mention explicitly the passage to subsequences, i.e., continue to use subindices n 
in lieu of nk , k. 
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carried by the increasing limit E, of compacta E, , and m(E) = 0. 
Choose u, E C,(x) such that u, >, 0, u, 3 n on E, , and S u, dm -+ 0. 
Since m is enveloped, there are f, E A, / fn 1 < run < 1, ff, dm --t 1. 
So fn -+ 0 on E, and we may assume fn ---f 1 a.e. (relative to m). If xE is 
the characteristic function of E, then 1 - f, + xE a.e. relative to p. 
Hence 
j dps = $z j (1 - fn) dp = ;+z /(I - f,) dm = 0. 
Also, for any f E A, 
In particular, if p is representing, then ps is positive, and we conclude 
pLs = 0. 
Theorem 1.2 is the F. and M. Riesz theorem for enveloped measures. 
I .3. Lemma. All representing measures on &(L”) for y on H” are 
absolutely continuous with respect to m. 
Proof. By 1.3.10, it suffices to show that MY is uniformly integrable, 
as a subset of L1. Suppose this is not so; then there is a sequence of 
measurable sets E, such that m(E,) -+ 0 and representing measures 
h, dm such that sEn h, dm > a > 0. We can assume that the E, are 
closed. Let u, E C, be a sequence such that u, > 0, U, 3 1 on E, , and 
S u, dm + 0. Choose f, E A such that 1 fn 1 < e-un and y( fn) --t 1. Then 
+ I‘,, h,dm<;a+l-a<l. R 
This contradiction establishes the lemma. 
1.4. Lemma. There exists a constant c such that dp < c dm for all 
Jensen measures p for y. 
Proof. Otherwise there is a sequence of Jensen measures pn for y 
which do not satisfy dp, < n dm. By Theorem 1.2 dp, = h, dm, where 
/I h, 1l1o > n. Let u, E C be a sequence such that U, < 0, S u, dm -+ 0, 
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a$ i u,h, dm - co. Choosef, E A such that 1 f, 1 < e+ and y( f,) - 1. 
e , 
lOgI Y(fJl < j log1 f, 1 dm < - j u,h, dm + --co. 
This is a contradiction, 
1.5. Theorem. y extends continuously to H. 
Proof. Let p be a Jensen measure for y. By Theorem 4.2, y extends 
continuously to H(p). Since dp ,< c dm, convergence in H(m) implies 
convergence in H(p). Hence y extends continuously to H(m). 
Now we turn to the key result in the development of the HP theory. 
1.6. Theorem. (Modification Theorem). Let {f,) be a sequence of 
continuous functions such that fn -+ f in L. Let yk be a sequence of lower 
semicontinuous functions such that qk > 0 and vk > 1 f 1. Then there exists 
a subsequence { fnJ and g, E A such that 1 g, 1 ,< 1, g, + 1 in measure, 
and Iacfn,l \<a. In particular, gkfnt --f f in L. 
Proof. First, let 9 be a lower semicontinuous function such that 
inf zex~(X)==a>Oand~>IfI. LetE>ObesuchthatE<a. We 
will show that there is a sequence w, E CR such that 
Let E,, = {x : (f,(x)/ 3 v(x) + E>, and define un(x) to be 0 when 
x E E, and log[( fn(x)//c] when x E E, . Since E, is compact, u, is upper 
semicontinuous. Since m(E,) - 0, fn -fin L, S u, dm - 0. Hence there 
exist functions w, E C, such that w, >, u, and j w, dm - 0. Then 
In any event, (wn> is the required sequence. 
Now for each k, let ak = inf q+ > 0, and we can choose Ed > 0 such 
6~: < ak and a,/(+ $ ck) - 1. According to what has been shown, we 
can choose a subsequence {nk) of integers and vk E CR such that vk 3 0, 
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J viz dm < l/k, and ak/(ak + Ed) If,, I e-“a > qua . Choose g, E A so that 
I g, I G e+ and Y(gk) 4 1. Then +/(a, + Ed) g, is the sequence whose 
existence is asserted by theorem. 
We proceed to reap our corollaries. We derive them in terms of Lp, HP; 
the analoguous results in terms of L@, H@ are valid, but since their proof 
brings up slight additional difficulties we restrict here our attention to 
the former, and in a later section treat briefly the general H@. 
1.7. Theorem. If 0 <p < 00, then HnLP = Hp. 
Proof. If f E H n LP, choose f, E A such that f, + f in H. Let q be 
a lower semicontinuous function such that / f / < 9 and 9) E Lp. By the 
modification theorem, there exists a subsequence {f,,} and g, E A such 
that I gkfn, I ,< g, and gkfn, + f in measure. Hence gkfn, --t f in Lp, and 
fEHp. 
1.8. Corollary. If 0 < p < q < 00, then HQ = HP n Lg. 
1.9. Corollary. (Extended Hoffman-Wermer Theorem). If f E H”, 
there is a sequence f, E A such that 1) f, /Ino < /If /Im and fn -+ f a.e. 
Proof. We can take y = 11 f llai in the proof of Theorem 1.7 to obtain 
h, E A such that 11 h, /loo < 11 f Ilrn and h, -+f in measure. A subsequence 
will then converge to f a.e. 
For the next step, we need a measure-theoretic lemma. 
1 .lO. Lemma. Suppose 0 < f E L R1. Then there exists q~ l.s.c., such that 
y >, l/f, Pf EL1. 
Proof. For n = 1, 2 ,..., write E, = {x : n - 1 < l/f < n}. Since 
f E L1, we can find open sets U, C X, such that U, 1 E, , and 
s f dm < l/n3, n = 1, 2,.... UK-E, 
Write W, = U, - E, ; let xU, , xE, , x denote the characteristic 
functions corresponding to the subindexin?sets. Since the U, are open 
v = f nxu, 
Tl=l 
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is lsc., and we have clearly v > l/f. To show thatfg, ELM, it will suffice 
in view of Fatou’s lemma, to show that 
is bounded as N -+ co. But 
since the E, are disjoint. Further, by (9), 
ilf$l nxw, /II < !l l/n2 < constant. 
1 .ll . Theorem. Suppose 0 < p < co, h E HP, and log1 h 1 E L1. Then 
Ah is dense in HP if and only if h E H-l. 
Proof. Suppose first that Ah is dense in Hp. Choose f, E A such that 
f,h + 1 in Hp. Then f, + I/h in measure. Since log+ ) fn. / < 
log+ 1 fnh 1 + log+ ( l/h 1, log+ / f, 1 is uniformly integrable. Hence 
f,-tl/hinH,andhEH-I. 
Suppose now that h E H-l. Let F be a lower semicontinuous function 
such that v > l/l h 1 and ~1 h [ ED. Choose fn E A such that f, -+ l/h 
in H. By the modification theorem, there exist f,, and g, E A such that 
glcfn, -+ l/h in measure and 1 gkfn,h 1 < ~1 h I E Lp. Hence gkfnbh + 1 in 
Lp. Since 1 belongs to the LP-closure of Ah, Ah must be dense in Hp. 
We do not know whether the density of Ah in Lp implies the inte- 
grability of log I h I. It does, if dm is a Jensen measure. 
1.12. Lemma. If u is in the L1-closure of Re(A), there is a sequence 
fn E A such that y( fn) -+ e[ udm, If, I --t eU in measure and {log+ If, I> is 
uniformly integrable. 
Proof. If u, E Re(A) converges to u in L1, then f, = e”n+i *“n is the 
desired sequence. 
1.13. Theorem. If u EL,” and u is in the L1-closure of Re(A), then 
u E 6. 
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Proof. Choose fn E A as in Lemma 1.12. Applying the modification 
theorem to the continuous functions / fn /, with yk = exp{lj u II,}, we 
find a bounded sequence h, E A such that Y(hk) --+ exp(S u dm) and 
I h, I - e” in measure. Passing to a subsequence, we can assume that 
h, + h weakly in Hz. Then 1 h 1 < e”. Hence h E H2 n L” = H”. 
Also, r(h) = eS udm. 
Similarly, for each real t we can find an h, E H” such that r(h,) = 
exp{t [u dm) and / h, 1 6 e tU. By Theorem 1.3.8 (to be more precise, 
by the Hoffman uniqueness argument), we conclude u E b. 
1.14. Corollary. d = (Re(A)), n L” = D(*) n L”. 
Proof. The first equality is an obvious consequence of Theorem 1.13. 
To show that D(*) n L” = &, assume first u E D(*) n L”. Then for 
all t real, 
et(u+i *u) E H n L” = Hm 
by 1.2.2, and Theorem 1.7. Hence u E b, by 1.3.8, so D(*) n L” C 8; the 
reverse inclusion follows from 1.2.6. 
The obvious duality argument (or invoking 1.4.1) permits us to con- 
clude that 
1.15. Corollary. N” is L1 dense in N. 
We will now develop a part of the theory that we have already 
developed for Jensen measures. 
1 .I& Theorem. The map u - *u from Re(A), with the LQzorm, to L, 
is closeable. Any u E D( *) has a unique conjugate. 
Proof. Suppose that u, E Re(A), u, - 0 in L1, and *u, + ZI in 
measure. If fn = exp{u, + i *un}, then fn -+ eiv in H Hence eiv E H”. 
Since r(eiV) = lim y( f,J = 1, eiv = 1 a.e., and v i 0 (mod 2~) a.e. 
The same is true for tv for any real t, so v = 0. Essentially the same 
argument shows that in the present situation, any u E D(*) has a unique 
conjugate *u. 
1.17. Theorem. The only real-valuedfunctions in ril are the constants. 
Proof. If f = u + iv E HO1, then u E D(*) and v = *u. In particular, 
if u = 0, then v = 0. So the only imaginary function in HO1 is zero. 
This implies the theorem. 
The analog of theorem 1.52. i.e., 1.5 also holds in our situation, so 
that if u E D( *), then y(exp{u + i *u}) = exp{J u dm}. Combining this 
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result and theorem 1.2.2, Corollary 1.8 and Theorem 1.11, we have the 
following. 
1.18. Theorem Suppose 0 < p < co. If u E D( *) and eu ELP, then 
exp{u + i *u} E HP, y(exp{u + i *u}) = exp 1s u drn/, 
and A exp{u + i *u} is dense in HP. 
As a final application of the modification theorem, we extend a theorem 
due to Konig [29]. 
1.19. Theorem. (Extended Konig’s Theorem). For 1 ,< j < n, Let & 
be a positive continuous increasing function of t 3 0. Let F be an entire 
function of n complex variables such that 1 F(z, ,..., zn)l ,< exp{C $j(i aj I}. 
Iffj E Hare such that J$j(/ fi I) dm < CO, 1 <j < n, thenF( fi ,..., f,J E H. 
Proof. For 1 < j < n, let yj be a lower semicontinuous function 
such that qi > 1 fj 1 and +j(p)j) E L1. By the modification theorem, 
theorem, there exist fjk E A such that lim,,, fjk = fj in measure and 
/ fj” 1 < yj . Then F( fik ,..., f,“) E A and F( flk ,..., f,“) --t F( fi ,..., f,) in 
measure. Also, log+ 1 F( fik ,..., fnk)I G CL +j(lfj” I) < II +j(Fj)yEL1* 
Hence {log+ I F(flk,...,f,k)ll is uniformly integrable, andF(f, ,..., f,) E H. 
1.20. Corollary. Let 0 < p, q < co; and let F be an entire function 
such that I F(z)1 < e “‘“.Iff~HpandF(f)~L~,thenF(f)~Hq. 
2. Strongly Dominant Measures 
2.1. Definition. m is strongly dominant if there exist a c such that 
dt( < c dm for all representing measures p for y. 
In [17], Clicksberg formulated the concept of strongly dominant 
measure and proved the forward implication of the following theorem. 
2.2. Theorem. m is strongly dominant if and only if whenever u, E CR 
is a sequence such that u, > 0 and J u, dm --f 0, there is a sequence 
v, E Re(A) such that V~ 3 u, and J v,, dm -+ 0. 
Proof. If m is strongly dominant, and if u E C, is such that u 3 0, 
then cJudm >sup{Sudp:pEEV) = inf{Jvdm:vERe(A),v >u}. 
From this inequality, the existence of the v, is apparant. 
Conversely, suppose that m satisfies the condition. If f, = 
exp{-(v, + i *G)), then f,, E 4 I f, I < e-Y and y(fJ = 
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exp{J v% dm} + 1. Hence m is enveloped. In particular, all representing 
measures for y are absolutely continuous with respect to m. 
Suppose that h, dm is a sequence of representing measures for y, 
such that /I h, jlm ---f co. Choose u, E C, such that u, >, 0, Sun dm -+ 0, 
J’ u,h, dm -+ + co. Whenever v, E Re(A) satisfy v, >, u, , then 
s 
v, dm = 
s 
v,h, dm > 
s 
u,h, dm --f +co. 
This contradiction shows that m is strongly dominant. 
In the course of the proof, we showed the following. 
2.3. Theorem. Strongly dominant measures are enveloped. 
2.4. Theorem. If m is strongly dominant on A, then m is strongly 
dominant on H”. 
Proof. By Theorems 1.2 and 2.3, every representing measure p for y 
on H” is of the form h dm, and so is a representing measure y on A. 
In particular, dp < c dm. 
The classical theorem of Kolmogoroff on conjugate Fourier series can 
be extended in the present situation. 
2.5. Theorem. (Extended Kolmogoroff Theorem). Let m be strongly 
dominant. For each 0 < p < 1, there is a constant Kp such that 
// *u lip < K& u I/, for all functions u E Re(A). 
Proof. Let u, be an arbitrary sequence in Re(A) such that 11 u, II1 -+ 0. 
Then Juti + dm + 0, so there are v, E Re(A) such that vo, > u,+ and 
J v, dm -+ 0. Then *v, -+ 0 in Lp, 0 < p < 1, in view of Lemma 1.2.5. 
Also, v, - u, >, 0 and J (vn - u,) dm + 0, so *v% - *u, also converges 
to 0 in Lp, 0 <p < 1. Hence II *u,Ilp-+O, 0 <p < 1. This implies 
of course our statement above. 
Since convergence in Lp implies convergence in measure, we can state 
the following result. 
2.6. Corollary. If m is strongly dominant, then D(*) is the Lklosure 
of Re(A). 
3. Parts 
Two homomorphism y and S belong to the same part of &l(A) if 
11 y - S /I < 2. B e onging to the same part is an equivalence relation. 1 
607/2/z-6 
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y and S belong to the same part if and only if, whenever fn E A are such 
that Ilf, II < 1 and I y(fJl + 1, then I a( - 1. 
We will make some observations concerning parts, which will be 
simple consequences of the following theorem of Bishop [Sj: If p is a 
representing measure for y, and S belongs to the same part as y, there 
is a representing measure dv for S and a constant c such that dp ,< c dv. 
3.1. Lemma. If dm is an enveloped measure for y, and 8 belongs to the 
same part as y, then S has an enveloped measure. 
Proof. We will show that any representing measure v for S such that 
dm < c dv is enveloped. Let u, E C satisfy u, > 0 and J u, dv -+ 0. Then 
J u, dm --f 0, so there exist f, E A such that I f, / < e-un and y( f,) + 1. 
Since llfnII G 1, we must also have / S( fJ -+ 1. Adjusting each f, 
by a constant multiple of modulus 1, we obtain S( f,) -+ 1, and v is 
enveloped. 
If m and p are both enveloped measures for y, then m and p are 
mutually absolutely continuous. We do not know whether necessarily 
dmldp is bounded and bounded away from zero. 
However, a repeated application of Bishop’s theorem yields the 
following lemma. 
3.2. Lemma. Let m be strongly dominant. If S is in the same part as y, 
then S has a strongly dominant measure. If v is any strongly dominant 
measure for 6, then m and v are mutually absolutely continuous, and dmldv 
is bounded and bounded away from zero. 
In particular, the HP-spaces do not depend on the choice of strongly 
dominant measure, nor on the homomorphism in the part. 
Although the systematic consideration of homomorphisms with 
finitely generated set of representing measures, will be taken up in III, 
it seemed best to include here the following. 
3.3. Lemma. If the set of representing measures for y is finite- 
dimensional, and if S belongs to the same part as y, then the set of representing 
measures for S is finite-dimensional. 
Proof. Let dm and dv be strongly dominant measures for y and 6, 
respectively, and suppose that dmldv 3 c > 0. Whenever (1 + h) dp is 
a representing measure for 6, [I + Eh(dp/dm)] dm is a representing 
measure for y, 0 < E < c. Hence the dimension of the set of representing 
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measures for 6 is not greater than that for y, (of course, the dimensions 
must be equal), and we are done. 
4. SzegB’s Theorem 
There have been two basic approaches to the HP theory. The one 
approach relies on &ego’s theorem as a tool to develop the HP theory. 
This is the point of view adopted by Hoffman [23] and Ahern and 
Sarason [2]. The other approach, which we feel is more natural, is to base 
the theory on the conjugate operator u -+ *u, as indicated in [32], for 
instance. Both points of view stem from Helson and Lowdenslager [21]. 
In this section we will present one form of Szego’s theorem, as an easy 
consequence of the function theory already developed. 
4.1. Theorem. Suppose that m is enveloped, u E D( *), and e” E L1. 
If0 <p < 00, then 
Proof. Let g = exp((u + i *u)/p} E Hp. Since A,g is dense in H,,), 
wehaveinfJ\ 1 -fl PeUdm=infJIg-fgI*dm=infJIg-ffpdm= 
inf J / y(g) - f lP dm = r(g)” inf J / 1 - f/p dm, where each infimum is 
taken over f E A, . Now r(g)” = exp{J u dm}. And one verifies easily 
that inf J ( 1 - f IP dm = l/i] y IlpP. 
5. H+ Classes 
We turn briefly our attention to the general H@ classes. Most of what 
can be proved for HP, p > 0, holds for general H@. Although the HP are 
by far the most important example of such classes, the H@ not only play 
an intrinsic role in a general approach to the theory of Hardy classes, 
since they exhaust H, but are also in several respects a very natural object 
(see for instance the work of Parreau, [37], on the classification of 
Riemann surfaces). For the present purpose, it will suffice to limit our- 
selves to a few theorems. LO = cf~ 9 : J +(I f I) dm < + CO>. 
5.1. Lemma. Let f E H n L+. Then there exist fn E A, such that 
fn -+f a.e., 4(I fn I) 6 h, with h fixed, integrable. 
Proof. Since L+ may fail to be linear, we proceed as follows: Let 
E = {x: If(x)I < 1} an xE be the characteristic function of E. Since d 
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f~L4, we also have +(I f 1 + xE) ELI. Hence there is a I.s.c. function v 
such that +(I f / + xE) < y, y E L1. Set 4 = +-l(p), then 4 being 
monotone, zj is 1.s.c. and # > / f 1 + xE. Hence, 
inf# > 0, 46f9 EL19 * 2 lfl 
since f E H, there are gj E A, gj + f a.e.; {log+ I gj I} is u.i. We apply 
the modification theorem to the gj , #, and find f, E A, f, --t f a.e., 
lfnl d#.So 
9(lfn I) G W) = v EL19 
and all is proved. 
5.2. Corollary. H n L@ = H@, for any c$. 
We shall say that + is of linear type if L4 is a linear space. 4(t) = P 
is of linear type; it is convex for p > 1, and subadditive for p < 1. 
The following assures us that our definition of H4 is consistent with the 
usual definition of HP, when 4(t) = P, p > 0, at least for enveloped 
measures. 
5.3. Theorem. If 4 is either convex and of linear type, or else sub- 
additive, and I+(O) = 0, we have 
Proof: Assume 4 subadditive, f E H4. By definition of H@ (I. Section 1) 
and Fatou’s lemma, f E H n L+. Hence there exist fn as described in 
Lemma 5.1. Then, h being as in that lemma, 
d(lf -fn I) G 4Clf I) + h EL1. 
Since 4(1 f - fn I) + 0 a.e., we conclude by dominated convergence, 
that 
i Mf -fn I>dm-+O. 
Conversely, if the above holds, then the same proof as used for Lp(p < 1) 
shows that a subsequence of fn tends pointwise to f. Also {log+ If, I} 
is u.i. Hence f E H4 as defined in I. 1. 
The case when + is convex and of linear type goes similarly, using the 
inequality $(t + s) < 1/2$(2t) + 1/24(2s). This concludes our proof. 
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III. Homomorphisms with Finitely Generated Representing Measures 
1. Finitely Generated Representing Measures 
In all of Section III, we assume that the (real linear span of the) set 
MY of representing measures is finite dimensional. In this case N” is 
finite-dimensional, and hence by 11.1.15, N” = N, if m is enveloped. 
Moreover, 
1 .l. Proposition. If m is enveloped, then N” = N1. 
Proof. Let wr , wp ,..., wk be an orthonormal basis of N” (in the L2 
sense). Letf E N l. Then by 1.4.3., 3 f, E A such that Ilf - fn - 
C:rf c,jwj /Ii -+ 0. We have clearly limn+m cnj = Jfwj dm, say ci . Let 
g = c ciwi E N”. Then f - g E Ho1 and is real-valued. So f - g = 0, 
and hence f E N”, which is what we had to show. 
1.2. Theorem. The following are equivalent: 
(a) m belongs to the relative interior of M, with respect to the smallest 
afine subspace of measures which contains M, 
(b) m is strongly dominant. 
(c) m is enveloped. 
Proof. Suppose that (a) is true. Then there is an E > 0 such that 
dm - E dv E MY whenever dm + dv E MY Suppose now that dm + dv E M, . 
Since dm - E dv > 0, dv is absolutely continuous with respect to dm. 
Writing dv = h dm, we have that 1 - Eh >, 0, or h < I/E. Hence 
dm + dv < c dm, where c = 1 + l/c. This verifies (b). 
We have already shown that (b) implies (c). 
Suppose now that (c) is true. If dm + dv E M, then dm + dv = 
(1 + h) dm, where h E N. By Lemma 1 .I, h is bounded. Hence for 
sufficiently small E > 0, dm - E dv also belongs to M, . This is sufficient 
to imply that dm is an interior point. 
1.3. Theorem. If m is enveloped, then: 
(a) IfhEL1andJhfdm=OforaZZfEA,+NC”,thenhEH1; 
(b) the only real-valued functions in Hl are the constants; 
(c) Re(A) + N” is weak-star dense in L,*; 
(d) N” = Nr; 
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- 
(e) Lp = H* @ Hop @ N,“, 1 <p < a; 
(f) if 0 < p < 1, there is a constant C, such that 11 *u ljp < C, I/ u II1 
for all u E Re(A); 
(g) y extends continuously to HP, p > 0; 
(h) ifO<p<q<:co, then HpnLq= Hq; 
(i) if f E H”, there is a sequence fn E A such that 
fn -+ f a.e. 
llfn IL G llf l/m 7 
Proof. To prove (a), let h E L1, and assume without loss of generality 
that J h dm = 0. Then h 1 A and by 1.4.3, and the argument of 
Proposition 1.1, we see immediately that 
h = h, + n; h, E H’, n E Ncm. 
Since +i 1 h, , h 1 NC, we have JIn12dm=0. Hence h==h,EHl. 
(b) is 11.1.17; and (c) follows at once from (a) and (b). To show (e), let 
u E Lp, 1 < p < co. Then considering an orthonomal basis for N”, 
we see that u = u1 + n, where ui 1 Np, n E N” = NP. In view of 
I.2.4,4 u1 E D(*), and u1 + i *ur E HP, hence u E HP + H,,p + N”. This 
implies (e). All the other items of this theorem were established earlier, 
and are simply restated here, for completeness, and easy reference. 
Staying close to Beurling’s original definition, and in agreement with 
the usual notion for the case of unique representing measure, we shall 
call a function f in H, outer if it is of the form X exp(u + i *u), where X 
is a complex number of modulus one, and u E D(*). We can now 
characterize the functions in H, in the following manner. 
1.4. Theorem. Suppose m is enveloped. Then f E 3 is in H, if and 
only if it is of the form g/h, with g and h in H”, h outer. 
Proof. In one direction, the statement is practically obvious. Indeed h 
outer implies h-l E H, and H is an algebra, so that f = gh-l, g and h in 
H”, h outer, clearly implies f E H. Now suppose f E H. Let wr ,..., wk 
be an orthonomal basis for N”, and let ci = J wi log+ If 1 dm 
j = 1, 2 ,..., k. Set 
24 = log+lfj - E cjwj * 
j=l 
* The M. Riesz convexity theorem, [lo], and the duality argument in [22] p. 154, 
are easily adapted to the present situation, since NP = Nm is finite-dimensional, to show 
that under the assumptions of 111.1.3, 1.2.4 holds for all finite p > 1. 
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Then u 1 N”, hence u E D(*). Let h = exp{-(u + ;*u)}. Then h is 
outer and in H n L” = H”, since u is bounded below. Also since H 
is an algebra, g = fh E H n L” = H”. So f = g/h, with g and h 
satisfying all that was required. 
If these results are specialized to the case of a unique representing 
measure, the usual inner-outer factorization theorem obtains. In this 
case, dm is an enveloped Jensen measure, and D(*) = L,l. 
1.5. Theorem. Suppose y has a unique representing measure m. If 
hEHandy(h)fO, thenh=fexp(u+i*u), wherefEHOO, IfI= 
a.e., and u = log 1 h j. 
1 A Theorem. Suppose again that m is unique. If h E H, the following 
are equivalent: 
(a) h E H-l; 
(b) --00 < log 1 y(h)1 = Slog 1 h / dm; 
(c) h is outer. 
If, in addition, h E H* for some p > 0, then each of these is equivalent to: 
(d) Ah is dense in HP. 
The following characterization of H is related to Helson’s abstract 
formulation of the Phragmen-Lindekf principle [19]. 
1.7. Theorem. Suppose m is enveloped. Then f E H if and only if 
there is a bounded nonnegative function w such that log w is integrable, 
and a sequence fn E A such that J I fn - f I2 w dm -+ 0. 
Proof. Suppose first that f E H. Then f = g/h, where g E H” and 
h = exp{-(u + i *u)) E H-l. By the modification theorem, applied to 
H”, we can find g, E H” such that g,h -+g pointwise boundedly. 
Ifw= jh12,thenJIf-gg,/2wdm= Jig-gg,h12dm+Oasn+oo. 
If we now choose fn E A such that J / g, - f, I2 dm + 0 as n -+ co, then 
JIf-fnj2wdm+0. 
Conversely, suppose that w is as above, that fi E A, and that 
$jfi -f 12wdmA0. Let wr,..., w, be an orthonormal basis for N”, 
and let u = log+ 1 l/w I - Ctzl Ckwk , ck = J wk log+ I I/w j dm. Then 
we% is bounded away from 0. Let h = exp{-$(u + i *u)} E H-l. Then 
Jlfi -f 12wdm= Jlfjh -fh I 2wEeUdm-+0,soJjfjf-fh\2dm-+0. 
Hence fjh + fh in H, and f = fh/h E H. 
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A closed subspace M of LP is called invariant if AM C M. Since 
every function in H” is bounded pointwise limit of functions in A, also 
H”MCMifO<p<oo. 
1.8. Theorem. S pp u ose m is enveloped. If 0 < p < co, and M is an 
invariant subspace of Lp, then M n L” is dense in M. 
Proof. Let fE M, let w1 ,..,, w, be an orthonormal basis for N”, and 
let u = log+ Ifi - Cciwi, where cj = J’wilog+ IfI dm. Then h = 
exp[-(u + i*u)] belongs to H-l and to H”. Applying the modification 
theorem to H”, we can find h, E H”, such that h,h + 1 pointwise 
boundedly. Then h,hf E M n L”, and h,hf -+ f in Lp. 
The following theorem shows that it suffices to study invariant sub- 
spaces of L2, or alternatively, weak-star closed invariant subspaces of L”. 
The “weak-star” in parentheses will refer to the case of q = co. 
1.9. Theorem. Suppose m is enveloped, and that 0 < p < q < 00. 
There is a bijective correspondence between invariant subspaces M, of Lp 
and (weak-star closed) invariant subspaces M4 of Lq, such that Ma = 
M, n La and MP is the closure in LP of Mq . 
Proof. It suffices to establish the assertion in the case q = co. 
First, let MP be an invariant subspace of LP, and let M = M, n L”. 
By Corollary 1.3.6, M is weak-star closed. By Theorem 1.8, M is dense 
in MP . 
Now let M be a weak-star closed invariant subspace of L”, and let 
MP be the closure of M in Lp. We must show that M, n L” = M. 
If f E Mp n L”, there is f, E M such that f, --+ f in Lp. Applying the 
modification theorem to H”, we can find f,, and g, E H” such that 
gkfn, + f pointwise boundedly. Since M is weak-star closed, H”M C M, 
so gkfn, E M. Hence f E M. 
Finally, we like to point out that &ego’s theorem which we proved in 
11.4.1 assuming enveloped, can be given the following more precise 
formulation, in presence of finite-dimensionality of My . 
1 .lO. Theorem. Suppose that M, is $nite dimensional, and that m 
is enveloped. Let w1 ,..., w, be an orthonormal basis for N”. I f  h E LR1, 
loghELl, cj = Jwtloghdm, and0 <p <co, then 
inf s 11 --f!“hdm= exp /sloghdrn/ $f’/ 11 --flpexp $cjur/ drn. fsA, 
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Proof. Let u = log h - C cjwj E D(*), and set g = exp(u + i *u)/p. 
Then inf S 1 1 - f Iph dm = inf S 1 g - f Ip exp{C ciwj} dm = / y(g)i” x 
inf S 1 1 - f 1P exp(x cjwi) d m, the infimums again being taken over 
f 6 A, . Since / r(g)(p = exp(] log h dm), we are done. 
2. Arens-Singer Measures 
A finite positive measure m is an Arens-Singer measure for y E &(A) 
iflog I r(f)1 = Slog If I d m f or allf E A-l. Every Jensen measure for y 
is an Arens-Singer measure, and every Arens-Singer measure for y is a 
representing measure for y. The Arens-Singer measures for y are the 
norm-preserving extensions of the functional F(log 1 f I) = log 1 r(f)1 
from the linear span of log / A-l I to C,(X). 
The following basic lemma is proved by Ahern and Sarason in [2]. 
2.1. Lemma. Suppose the set of representing measures for y E J?(A) is 
finite-dimensional, and that y has a unique Arens-Singer measure m. Then 
m is enveloped. 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving the following 
maximality theorem for H”. 
2.2. Theorem. Suppose the set of representing measures for y E .,&‘(A) 
isjnite-dimensional, and suppose that y has a unique Arens-Singer measure 
m. Let B be a subalgebra of L”(m) such that B C H”(m) and m is multi- 
plicative on B. Then B = H”(m). 
Proof. The set log I(H”)-l I is closed under addition and contains 8. 
Hence 
log((P-1 ( = & + 2, 
where 5? is a lattice in N”. Following [2], we note that 55’ is discrete. 
In fact, if the closure of 2 contains a line {tu : -co < t < co}; then by 
[23] all representing measures for y must coincide on u. This places u in 
& n N” = (0). 
Since m is a unique Arens-Singer measure, the linear span of 2 is N”. 
We can choose a basis 2, ,..., Z, E (H”)-I such that log j Z, I,..., log / Z, 1 
is a basis for N”, and 9 consists of the integral lattice points in N” with 
respect to this basis. 
Now let B be a subalgebra of L” such that B 1 H”, and m is multi- 
plicative on B. k?(B) will denote the uniqueness set of B, and HP(B) 
the closure of B in Ln(m). 
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Since m is multiplicative, B is orthogonal to Ho2, and Hz(B) 0 Hz is 
contained in N,“. Since Hz n L” = H”, H” has finite codimension in B. 
B is obtained by adjoining to H” a subspace of N,“. We now appeal to 
several sublemmas to complete the proof. 
2.3. Sublemma. Every 01 E A!(H”) extends uniquely to B. 
Proof. Since B/H” is finite-dimensional, B is integral over H”. 
Hence every maximal ideal in H” is the intersection of H” and a maximal 
ideal in B (cf. [44]). So all homomorphisms 01 E &(H”‘) extend to B. 
Since L,” is the linear span of log j(H”)-l 1, every (II E A!(Hm) has a 
unique Arens-Singer measure. Hence the extended homomorphisms 
must always be unique. 
2.4. Sublemma. If B f H”, there exists a: E A(H”) and k E B such 
that k $ H” KH,” C H,“. 
Proof. Multiplication by an element f E H” leaves H” invariant, and 
so determines a linear transformation T, of B/H”. The correspondence 
f--t T, represents H” as a commutative algebra of operators on B/Ha. 
Choose k E B so that k $ H” and k + H” is a common eigenvector of 
the operators {T, : f E H”}. Let 01 be defined by 
fk + Ha = T,(k + Hm) = cy(f)k + H”; 
01 is a scalar-valued homomorphism. Since Tl is the identity ol(1) = 1. 
Hence 01 E d(Hm). Also, fk - a( f ) k E H” for all f E H”, so kH” C H”. 
Applying an extension & E A’(B) of 01 to this inclusion, we obtain 
KH,” C H,“. 
2.5. Sublemma. If B # H”, there exists f E B such that f 4 H” while 
f 2 E (H”)-l. 
Proof. As in the case of H”, we have log 1 B-1 ) = d(B) + 9(B), 
where 9(B) C N”(B) C N”. Choose W, ,..., W, E B-l such that 2(B) 
consists of integral linear combinations of log 1 W, I,..., log / W, 1. 
Since B contains a nontrivial subspace of N,“, b(B) n N” # (01. 
Consequently k < n. 
Since log j(H”)-l 1 C log / B-l 1, we can write 
log1 2-i I = ui + i $5 logI wj 1, 1 <i,(?Z, 
j=l 
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where ui E B(B) and the aij are integers. Since K < n, there are rational 
numbers b, ,..., b, , not all zero, such that zy=i biaij = 0, 1 < j < K. 
Multiplying by a rational number, we can assume that the bi are integers 
with no common prime factors. 
Let u = Cy=i bi log 1 Zi I. Then u = C b,ui E b(B), u E 9, and 
iu E 9. The desired function is 
f = exp{+(u + i *u)}, 
the conjugate being taken with respect to B. Q.E.D. 
Completion of Proof. Suppose B # H”. We will derive a contra- 
diction to Sublemma 2.3 from Sublemmas 2.4 and 2.5. 
Since H” has finite codimension in B, we can assume that H” is a 
maximal proper subalgebra of B. Let 01 and k be as in 2.4. B must be 
generated by H” and k, so BH,” C H,“. 
By 2.5, there is an f~ B such that f 4 H” while f 2 E (H”)-l. Since 
fHmm C He”, the linear span of H” and f is an algebra, and so must 
coincide with B. 
We define two functionals a,(h) = m(h) for h E H”, and ozi( f) = 
5 [4f 2)]1’2. CY+ are homomorphisms of B. They are distinct, because 
a(f “) # 0. This contradicts sublemma 2.3, finishing our proof. 
3. Comments 
In Sections I-III, we have developed our theory in a systematic 
manner, from a general level to more particular situations. If one is 
merely interested in obtaining the results concerning hypo-Dirichlet 
algebras, or more generally any “finite-dimensional case” with enveloped 
(strongly dominant) representing measure, one can certainly do this 
faster and with less effort. A few indications will suffice to find the 
short cuts in what precedes. 
Let us consider the situation in which the assumption is: m enveloped, 
the set of representing measures for y is finite-dimensional. Then we 
can start with 1.2.2, and the modification theorem 11.1.5, deriving from 
the latter 11.1.6, i.e., H n LP = HP. Next 11.1.12, 13, 14 (Theorem 1.3.7 
is not really needed with the present assumptions, only Hoffman’s 
logmodular uniqueness argument). Thus we conclude that & = 
[AR-j1 n L” (which trivially implies that 8 is weak star closed). 
From this we have at once that N” = N (moreover N” = N1, as 
in III). We can obtain next that m is strongly dominant as in 111.1.2. 
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The rest is done as in III. (In turn, as done in 11.2.2, strongly dominant 
easily implies enveloped). 
Along the way one obtains, for example, a short proof for: m unique 
Arens-Singer measure, M, finitely generated, *N”O = N (which gives 
one of the main results of Ahern-Sarason [2]). 
4. Some Examples 
First example: Let R be the annulus {a < / z 1 < I}, X = aR, 
and A be the subalgebra of C(X) o f f unctions which extend to functions 
in C(R 17 X) analytic in R. Choose a < b < 1, and let m be the harmonic 
measure for b on X. m is comparable to arc length on X. 
Any real measure on X orthogonal to A must be a multiple of dz/iz. 
Let w dm be a multiple of dzjiz such that inf{w(x) : z E X} = -1 
b can be chosen so that w attains its minimum only at x = - 1. w is real 
analytic, and 1 + w has a double zero at z = - 1. 
Letdp = (1 + w)d m. p is an endpoint of the interval of representing 
measures for b. p is comparable to / 1 + x I2 dm. 
N+) is spanned by w/( 1 + w). Since [w/( 1 + w)] ELP(~) only for 
I < p -=c #, we have 
ND(p) = 0, # <p < co. 
(Here “sp” means “linear span of”.) 
In particular, Re (A) is dense in La(p). This fact was pointed out by 
Hoffman and Rossi [24]. 
One verifies that fop if and only if (1 + z)2/pf ED(m), and 
f E HP(~) if and only if (1 + z)2/pf E HP(m), p > 0. Thus from the 
corresponding facts for the enveloped measure m, it follows that 
P(p) n Lq(p) = H*(p), 0 < p < p < co. 
The identity operator is bounded from D(p) to D(m) if Q < &p. 
This remark follows from Holder’s inequality: 
!lfllLq(m) = 1s I(1 4 4Wq(1 + w)-*‘pdm/l’q 
< 1s Ifl”(l + w) dm/“‘/j (1 + w)-‘J/(p-Q) dm~(s~a”D* 
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Since “b” extends continuously to @(m), q > 0, it must also extend 
continuously to W(p), p > 0. This remark also shows that Re(A) is 
dense in D(m), 0 < q < 1, since Re(A) is dense in LB(p). 
Now H”(m) = H+) is a maximal weak-star closed subalgebra of L”. 
In fact, H” is maximal among the subalgebras of L” on which m is 
multiplicative. So the function z - b must be invertible in any closed 
subalgebra of L” strictly containing H”. And H”, together with poly- 
nomials in l/(x - b), is weak-star dense in L”. 
If + is an “Orlicz” function, as in I. 1, then H+(p) A L” is weak-star 
closed. So either H+) n L” = H” or H@(p) n L” = L”, depending 
on whether “b” extends continuously to H+(p). 
4.1. Proposition. H(p) n L” = L”, that is, H(p) = L(p). There is a 4 
such that H@(p) = L+). 
Proof. Let 24 EL,“. Since Re(A) is dense in LQ), there exists 
*U E LR2(p) with u + i *U E H2(p). By theorem 1.22, 
exp(t(u + i *u)} E H(p) n L” 
for all real t. If u is chosen so that u $ 8(p), then by 1.3.7 
exp{t(u + i *u)} $ H” 
for some t. H(p) n L” is weak-star closed, so H(p) n L” = L”. 
Since H(p) is the union of the H+(p), there is a space with 
H+(p) n L” # H”. For this 4, H@(p) =: L+(p). That does it. 
Second example: An unpublished example of Hoffman and Rossi 
proceeds as follows. Let A be the algebra of bounded analytic functions 
in the half-plane {Re(x) > O}. 0 ne can construct a representing measure 
m for the point i such that the closed support of m is the strip 
O<Re(z)<l, A is weak-star closed in L”(m), and every bounded 
analytic function on the strip (0 < Re(z) < I> is in HP(m) for allp < co. 
In other words, H”(m) consists of the bounded analytic functions in the 
half-plane (Re(x) > 01, and, for 0 < p < co, HP(m) n L”(m) consists 
of the bounded analytic functions on the strip (0 < Re(z) < l}. 
Third example: Let A be the algebra of continuous functions f on 
the disc (1 z 1 < I} which are analytic at interior points and satisfy 
f(0) = f(u), where 0 < a < 1 is fixed. The real measures on {I z 1 = l} 
which are orthogonal to A are linear combinations of [I - Pa(B)] d0 and 
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*Pa(e) d9, where *Pa(e) is the harmonic conjugate of the harmonic 
extension of Pa(B) to the interior of the disc. 
The set of representing measures for the homomorphism r(f) = f(0) 
is two-dimensional. H” does not depend on the representing measure 
chosen, since they are all mutually absolutely continuous. 
Since e27izla E (Ha)-l does not have a square root in H”, not all 
representing measures can be Arens-Singer measures. The Arens-Singer 
measures are of the form 
where 
(1 + cLPa(f4 - ll)(~m7), (10) 
-l/[sup Pa(O) - l] < c < l/[l - inf Pa(B)]. (11) 
Suppose m is a representing measure of the form (lo), with c < 0. 
Let f(z) = [(z - 6)/(1 - bx)] &, where a < b < 1 and d = d(b) is 
chosen so that f(0) = f(a). As b -+a+, d-++co. Now Ifi = edRetz), 
so J log IfI dm = acd-+ --co as &+a+. Since log 1 r(f)1 = 
log b + log a as b -+ a+, Jensen’s inequality ceases to be valid for b 
sufficiently near a+. Hence m is not a Jensen measure. 
Proceeding in this manner, we see that the Jensen measures for y are 
the measures of the form (lo), with 0 < c < 1. They form a proper 
subinterval of the set of Arens-Singer measures for y. 
All remaining homomorphisms in A(P) have unique Jensen measures. 
Other examples: An example of an algebra for which every homo- 
morphism has a unique Jensen measure is the algebra of continuous 
functionsf on the disc 1 z 1 < 1 which are analytic at interior points and 
satisfy f’(0) = 0 [13]. The part of “0” is an analytic disc, while 
H,,“(de/2r) is not singly generated. All representing measures are 
Arens-Singer measures. 
If two analytic discs are identified at their origins, an algebra is obtained 
for which every homomorphism, except the common origin, has a 
unique Jensen measure. The unique Jensen measure for an interior 
point, other than the origin, of either disc is not enveloped. Again all 
representing measures are Arens-Singer measures. 
Conjecture: Suppose that y is not a one-point part, that the set of 
representing measures for y is finite-dimensional, and that dm is an 
enveloped measure for y. In view of the preceding examples, and others, 
it seems reasonable to conjecture the following: If y has a unique Jensen 
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measure, there is a neighborhood of y in &(ZP(m)) which is an analytic 
disc. 
IV. Applications to Approximation and Function Theory 
1. Mergelyan’s Theorem 
In this section we apply the preceding theory to obtain an abstract 
Mergelyan theorem. Then we show how the abstract Mergelyan theorem 
leads to Mergelyan’s theorem for compact finitely-connected planar sets 
(Theorem 1.4), and to a special case of Bishop’s generalization (cf. [6]) 
to Riemann surfaces (Theorem 1.7). 
The bridge between the abstract Mergelyan theorem and its appli- 
cations is by now well-traveled .5 The only novelty is the use of discs 
instead of half-spaces in Bishop’s splitting lemma (Lemma 1.5), which 
allows immediate generalization to Riemann surfaces. But we indicate 
the way for the sake of completeness, and because these applications are 
the most important attainment of the theory. 
Suppose that A is a hypo-Dirichlet algebra on X, that is, there are 
a finite number of functions 2, ,..., 2, E A-l such that the real linear 
span of log 1 2, I,..., log 12, / and Re(A) is dense in C,(X). Every 
y E &(A) then has a finite-dimensional set of representing measures, 
and every y has a unique Arens-Singer measure. By 111.2.1, each 
Arens-Singer measure is enveloped. 
Following Glicksberg and Wermer [16], we choose from each part of 
&‘(A) one homomorphism yx with Arens-Singer measure m, . 
If p E A’, then the absolutely continuous part h,m, of p with respect 
to m, is also in Al. In fact, this follows from Forelli’s lemma 111.1.1, 
just as 111.1.2 does. 
Since the dm, are mutually singular, the series C h, dm, converges 
in the total variation norm. We define pLs by 
CL = ps + C 11, dm, . (12) 
Evidently ps 1 A, and p8 is mutually singular with respect to all 
representing measures for A. 
1 .l. Theorem (Abstract Mergelyan Theorem). Let A be a hypo- 
Dirichlet algebra on X. Suppose that there are nononxero measures in Al 
5 See Refs. [9], [16], and [45]. 
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which are mutually singular with respect to every representing measure for A. 
Let B be a subalgebra of C(M(A)) such that B r) A and every function in B 
assumes its maximum modulus on X. Then B = A. 
Proof. We regard B as a subalgebra of C(X). It will suffice to show 
that Al C Bl. 
By hypothesis, each ycr extends multiplicatively to B. Since m, is a 
unique Arens-Singer measure, m, must be multiplicative on B. By 
Theorem 1112.2, B C H”(m,) for each m, . 
Let p E Al. The series (12) reduces in this case to TV = C h, dm, . 
Now h, dm, E Al, so h, 1 Hm(mJ, and h, dm, E Bl. Hence p E Bl, 
A-L C Bl. That does it. 
Let K be a compact subset of the plane, and let R(K) be the uniform 
closure of the rational functions in C(K). We regard R(K) as a uniform 
algebra on its Shilov boundary, the topological boundary 8K of K. 
The spectrum of R(K) is K. 
1.2. Wilken’s Theorem [43]: There are no nonxero measures on 8K 
which are orthogonal to R(K), and which are mutually singular with 
respect to every representing measure on aK for R(K). 
Sketch of Proof. Suppose p E R(K)l, p # 0. The potential u(z) = 
s 44Mt - 1 .a is the convolution of a finite measure and a locally 
integrable function. So the integral converges absolutely a.e.-dx dy. An 
application of Cauchy’s theorem and Fubini’s theorem shows that E.L 
would be zero if u were to vanish a.e.-dx dy. Hence there is a .a+, such 
that 
is a complex representing measure for z0 . 
Let F be a function of norm one in the closure of A in L2( 1 v I) which is 
orthogonal to functions in R(K) which vanish at a,, . Then u = / F I2 dl v / 
is a representing measure for x0 . And p is not mutually singular with 
respect to u. Q.E.D. 
If the complement KC of K has a finite number of components, then 
R(K) is hypo-Dirichlet. In fact, if z1 ,..., x, are points, one chosen from 
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each bounded component of Kc, then the functions Z,(z) = x - xj 
belong to R(K)-l. That the linear span of log j 2, I,..., log / 2, 1 and 
Re R(K) is dense in C,(BK) is the Walsh-Lebesgue theorem. A proof 
based on the logarithmic potential log 1 x - < 1 dv(f), and easily modified 
to be valid in this case, can be found in [3]. 
The abstract Mergelyan theorem, together with these results, lead 
to the following version of Mergelyan’s theorem. 
1.3. Theorem. Let K be a compact subset of the plane such that R(K) 
is hypo-Dirichlet. (This occurs, in particular, if K is finitely connected.) 
Then every function continuous on K and analytic on the interior of K 
can be approximated uniformly on K by rational functions 
Now let S be an open Riemann surface, and let 0 be the algebra of 
holomorphic functions on S. The holomorphic convex hull R of a subset 
K of S is the set of all p E S such that 1 f(p)1 < sup{/ f(q)1 : q E K} for 
all f E 0. K is holomorphically convex, or O-convex, if Z? = K. 
Let K be a compact subset of S. Once the story is known for finite 
Riemann surfaces, it is easy to show that R is a compact subset of S. 
R is obtained from K by adjoining the relatively compact components 
of S-K. 
Let A(K) be the closure of 0 in C(K). The spectrum of A(K) is R, 
and A(K) = A(R). The Shilov Boundary of A(K) is the topological 
boundary aa of l?. 
1.4. Theorem. Suppose K is a compact O-convex subset of S. Then 
A(K) is a hypo-Dirichlet algebra on aK. 
Sketch of Proof: We can assume that S is the interior of a finite 
bordered Riemann surface. Following Wermer [42], let r, ,..., I’, be a 
homology basis of curves on S, and let ui ,..., u, be harmonic functions 
on S such that Jrj *dui = aij . If u is harmonic on S, and Jrj *du = cj , 
then u ~ C ciuj is the real part of an analytic function on S. Also, 
27~24~ = log 1 Zj 1, where Zj = e2~(Uj+i*U~) E 0-l. 
Now let v be a continuous function on aK. Since each point of aK 
is a regular point for the dirichlet problem, v can be approximated 
uniformly on 8K by functions harmonic in a neighborhood of K. 
These, in turn, can be approximated uniformly on K by functions 
harmonic on S. And these are in the linear span of log 1 2, I,..., log I 2, 1 
and Re(0). 
607/42-7 
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1.5. Lemma. Suppose K is a compact &convex subset of S. Let p be a 
measure on K orthogonal to A(K). Let p, E K, and let Z E 0 be such that Z 
has only one zero on S, a simple zero at p, . Then there are arbitrarily 
small r0 > 0 with the following property: there exists a measure v on the set 
K n {I Z 1 < r,,} such that v E A(K and v = p on the set (1 Z 1 < rO}. 
Proof (cf. [6]). Let #(r) = j p I(1 2 / < r), r > 0. z,4 is a monotone- 
increasing function of r. We will verify the conclusions of the lemma 
for those values of r0 such that z,4 is differentiable at r0 , and A = { j Z I < r,,} 
is a coordinate disc in S with coordinate Z. 
Let h be analytic in a neighborhood of K. Extending and modifying h, 
if necessary, we can assume that h is continuous on S, and that 
sup{1 h(p)1 : p E aA> < 2 sup{1 h(p)1 : p E K n 301. 
Set 
h(q) d-m) h,(p) = s,Z(q) - Z(p) ’ pEintA, 
h(q) dz(q) ~__ 
h2(p) = I,, Z(q) - Z(p) ’ 
PES-A; 
h, is analytic on int A, and h, is analytic on S - A. If q E K n &I, both 
h, and h, extend continuously to q and satisfy 
h,(q) - h,(q) = 2~W). (13) 
Hence (13) extends h, and h, to be analytic in a neighborhood of K. 
From the definitions, 
By Holder’s inequality, the inside integral is bounded by 
P41’2 (j:” , r e”::d;(p),2)1’2. 
0 
(15) 
Comparing (1.5) with the Poisson kernel, we obtain for its value 
27J70Kro2 - I z(P)l”Y’“1-‘. (16) 
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From (14) we obtain 
Since $ is differentiable at r,, , the integral in (17) is finite. 
Hence there is a constant c,, > 0 such that 
1 jd h,(P) 40) 1 G CLlll h llman * 
Similarly, 
Since # is differentiable at r0 , 1 p I(M) = 0. Since p E A(K)J-, 
s,, MP) 40) = - jdW 40). 
From (13), (IQ, (19), and (20) there is a constant c such that 
) j, h(P) 40) 1 e 41 h Ilmn I h E 0. 
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(17) 
WV 
(19 
(20) 
(21) 
Hence there is a measure 7 on K r\ aA such that JA h dp = Sad h dq, 
h E A(K). The measure v = p Id - r) has the properties asserted by the 
lemma, 
1.6. Theorem. Let K be a compact O-compact subset of S. Let p be 
a measure on aK such that p E A(K)1 and p is mutually singular with 
respect to all representing measures for A(K) on aK. Then p = 0. 
Proof. Let p, E aK. Choose 2, r0 , and v as in Lemma 1.5. As before, 
set A = (1 2 / < rO}. 
Regarded as a planar set in the Z-plane, K n A has a connected 
complement, and v E R(K n A)J-. Using Wilken’s theorem, one can 
write v = I: h,m, , where the m, are mutually singular representing 
measures on a(K n A) for R(K n A). Hence p = C h,m, on int A. 
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Let pa be the sweep via harmonic measure, of m, from I( n d to K 
(cf. [17]). Then p* is a representing measure on 8K for A(K), and 
pL, > m, on int d. Since p is mutually singular with p., , p is singular 
with m, on int A. Hence h, = 0, and p = 0 on int A. 
Since p vanishes in a neighborhood of each p, E aK, p = 0. 
1.7. Theorem [6]. Let K be a compact O-convex subset of 5’. Suppose 
f E C(K) is analytic at interior points of K. Then f can be approximated 
uniformly on K by functions in 6. 
Theorem 1.7 follows from 1.6, 1.4, and the abstract Mergelyan 
theorem. It contains 1.3 as a special case. It can also be proved instantly 
from the version of Mergelyan’s theorem for planar sets with connected 
complements, and the Bishop splitting lemma 1.5. 
It should be noted that Bishop’s splitting lemma was first extended to 
Riemann surfaces by Kodama [27], who also employed it to obtain 
special cases of Bishop’s theorem [6]. 
2. Extremal Functions in H1 
Let M be a closed subspace of Ll(p). A function f E M is extremal if 
f # 0 and f satisfies th e o f 11 owing condition: Whenever k E LRm(p) is 
such that kf E M, then k is constant 1 f 1 dp a.e. According to the 
de Leeuw-Rudin lemma (cf. [30] or [22]), f is extremal if and only if 
f f 0 andflllf II is an extreme point of the unit ball of M. 
In this section, we will consider extremal functions in H1. The main 
result is Theorem 2.7, which generalizes the Forelli criterion [12] for 
finite Riemann surfaces, and at the same time generalizes the main 
result of [15]. In turn, both of these results extend the theorem of 
de Leeuw and Rudin 1301, that the extremal functions in H1(J x / < 1) 
are the outer functions. 
In this section, we will assume that the dimension r of M, is finite. 
wi ,..., will be an orthonormal basis for N. V will denote the complex 
constant functions. 
2.1. Theorem. Let f E HI. If Af is dense in H’, then f is extremal. 
Proof. Suppose k EL,” is such that kf E H1. Then kAf C HI, so 
kH1 C H1. In particular, k E HI, and k is constant. 
We would like to see how close this condition comes to characterizing 
extremal functions. We start with a lemma of Forelli. 
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2.2. Lemma. Suppose that f E H1 does not vanish on a set of positive 
measure. Then f is extremal if and only if A,f + A,f + N,f + N,f + V 
is dense L1. 
Proof. If f is not extremal, there is a nonconstant function k E LRm 
such that kf E H1. Replacing k by k - ] k dm, we can assume that 
klV. Since kffAO+NC, and k is real, k must be orthogonal to 
A,f + A,f + Nef + N,f + %?. This set cannot be dense in L1, then. 
Conversely, suppose that the set is not dense. Since it is closed under 
complex conjugation, there is a nonzero function k E LR’O such that 
k~A,f+A,f+N,f+N,f+V. Since Jkdm=O,k is not a 
constant. Also kf 1 A, + N, . By III theorem 1.3, kf E H1. 
2.3. Theorem. Let f be an extremal function in H1 which does not 
vanish on a set of postive measure. Then the codimension in H,,l of the 
closure of A,f does not exceed 8r. 
Proof. Here we shall simply denote by [.I the closure of a set in L1. 
Let d be the co-dimension of [A,f ] in Hol, and let h, ,..., h, be functions 
which form a basis for Ho1 modulo [A,f 1. Approximating by functions 
in A, , if necessary, we assume that hj E A, , 1 <j < d. Also, h, ,..., h, , 
Ii, )..., h span [A, + d,l modulo [A,f + A,f 1. We will show that these 
functions are linearly independent modulo [A,f + A,f 1. 
Granting this last result, let us finish the proof. The codimension of 
[A,f + A,f ] in [A,, + A,,] is 2d. [A, + A01 consists of the functions in 
L’ which are orthogonal to N, + V, so [A, + A,] has codimension 
Y + 1 in Li. Hence the codimension of [A,f + A,f ] in L1 is 2d + r + I. 
By Lemma2.2, [A,f + A,f ] + N,f + N,f = L1. Since the dimension 
ofN,f +N,f+ g isatmost2r+ l,wemusthave2d+r+ 1 <2r+ I, 
or d < Br. 
The remainder of the proof is dedicated to establishing the linear 
independence. Suppose there are linear combinations h and k of the 
hj’s such that h + A E [A,f + A,f 1. We must show that h = k = 0. 
There exist h, , k, E A, such that h,,f + k,f + h + E in L1. By 
theorem 11.2.5, h, -+ h in L-P for 0 < p -C 1. 
We define functions vi E L,l such that vi = 0 when 1 f 1 < j and 
vj=-log/f1 when IfI >j. 
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Then ui E D( *), so fj = exp(uj + i *uj> E H n L” = H”. Since 
Jwjuj dm + 0 as j + cc, it follows that lifj lloo -+ 1 as j -+ CO. Also 
fif E H”, y(fi) = exp{J ui dm} --t 1 as j -+ co, and fi + 1 in measure as 
j-co. 
Now also hnfjf +fjh in Lp as n -+ co, and the functions hnfjj 
and fib are bounded. Applying the modification theorem to H”, we can 
find h,? and g, E A such that glch,,,fjf+ fjh pointwise boundedly. 
In particular, fib E [A,,f 1. Since fjh -+ h as j + 00, h E [A,f 1. Hence 
h = 0, and R = 0. 
We need a lemma, proved implicitly by K&rig, and later obtained by 
Hoffman and Rossi [25], which is true in complete generality. We 
present K&rig’s proof. 
2.4. Lemma. Let dv be a jnite complex Baine measure such that 
r(f) = Sfd v f or all f E A. Then there is a representing measure p for y 
which is absolutely continuous with respect to p. 
Proof. If f E A,, , then 1 = iJ(l -f)dv[ <Jj I -f[“lvi. Hence 
H,,2(dl v I) # H2(dl v I). Choose FE H2(d[ v I) such that F I H,,2(dl v I) 
and JjF12dlv = 1. IffEAo, then fF E Ho2(dl v I) and fF 1 F, i.e., 
Jf! F I2 dJ v I = 0. H ence dp = 1 F I2 dl v I is the required representing 
measure. (Here 1 is used in the complex inner-product sense). 
2.5. Lemma. All measures p E M, are mutually absolutely continuous 
with respect to m if and only zf for every measurable set E such that 
0 < m(E) < 1, there exists k E H” such that k is real and nonconstant on E. 
Proof. Suppose there is a p E K which is not mutually absolutely 
continuous with respect to m. Let p = h dm, and let E be the set where 
h > 0. Suppose k E H”(m) is real on E. Then also k E H”(p), so k must 
be constant p-almost everywhere, i.e., k is constant on E. 
To prove the converse, we assume that all measures in M,, are mutually 
absolutely continuous with respect to m. Suppose 0 < m(E) < 1. We 
would like to choose u E L,“O such that u = 0 on E, J u wj dm = 0 for 
1 <j<r,whileJudm#O. 
Suppose there is no such u. Then there are constants ci such that 
w = C cjwi is equal to 1 on the complement of E. The measure 
dv = (1 - w) dm is supported on E, and y(f) = Jf dv for all f E A. 
By Lemma 2.4, this contradicts our assumption, 
And so there exists u with those properties. Then u E 6, so 
g = exp{u + i *u} E (H”)-l and 1 r(g)1 = exp {J u dm) + 1. The funtion 
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k =g+(l/g)EH” is real on E. Suppose that k is constant on E. Then 
g assumes at most two values on E, so g is a constant h on a subset of E 
of positive measure. Let p E MY be a Jensen measure for y. Then 
g E H”(p), and log 1 y(g - h)l 6 Slog 1 g - h 1 dp = --co. Hence 
I r(g)l = I x I = 1, a contradiction. This shows that k is not constant 
on E. 
2.6. Corollary. Suppose all representing measures for y are mutually 
absolutely continuous with respect to m. !f w E N and w # 0, then w cannot 
be a constant on any set of positive measure. 
Proof. The case when w = 1 on a set of positive measures is excluded 
by Lemma 2.4, as in the proof of Lemma 2.5. The case of any nonzero 
constants is easily reduced to this case. 
Suppose w E N, E is the set where w is 0, and 0 < m(E) < 1. The 
proof of the preceding lemma shows that there is a function k E H” 
which is real on EC and non-constant on every subset of EC of positive 
measure. The functions kw, k2w,..., kr+lw all belong to N, and so they 
are linearly dependent. Let P be a polynomial such that P(k)w = 0. 
Then P(k) = 0 on EC, so k assumes only a finite number of values on EC, 
and k must be constant on a subset of EC of positive measure. This 
contradiction establishes the corollary. 
2.7. Theorem. Suppose that all representing measures for y are 
mutually absolutely continuous with respect to m. Let f E HI. If A,f is dense 
in H,,l, then f is extremal. If f is extremal, then the codimension in Ho1 of 
the closure of A,f does not exceed &r. 
Proof. Lemma 2.5 shows that extremal function cannot vanish on a 
set of positive measure. This, together with Theorem 2.3, proves the last 
statement of the theorem. 
If A,f is dense in HoI, and r(f) # 0, then Af is dense in H1, and 
f is extremal, by Theorem 2.1. 
So suppose that A,f is dense in H,,l, r(f) = 0, and f is not extremal. 
There exists k EL,” such that 11 k /IX = 1 and k 1 A,f + Ncf + %‘. 
The closures of A,f and Af are both H,,l, so k 1 Af + Ncf, or 
kf 1 A + N, . Hence kf E H,,l, kAf C Hol, kH,l C H,,l. Hence P(k) f E Ho1 
for any polynomial P. 
Let P, be a sequence of polynomials such that P, -+ 1 pointwise 
boundedly on [0, l] and P, -+ 0 pointwise boundedly on [- 1, 01. Since 
J k dm = 0, the set E = {z : k(x) > 0} satisfies 0 < m(E) < 1. Also, 
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P,(k) -+ xE pointwise boundedly, xE the characteristic function of E. 
Hence x&a1 C H,, I. If f E A, then xEf E H,,“, so 0 = J xEf dm. Hence 
xE dm/m(E) is a representing measure for y which is not mutually 
absolutely continuous with respect to m. This contradiction establishes 
the theorem. 
2.0. Corollary. If m is a unique representing measure for y, then f E H1 
is extremal if and only ;f A,f is dense in HO’. 
The assumption of Theorem 2.7 is satisfied, in particular, when m is 
is a unique Arens-Singer measure for y. This follows from the obser- 
vation that (in the case that M, is finite-dimensional) for every p E M, 
there is a Jensen measure for y which is absolutely continuous with 
respect to p. 
There are algebras satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1.7, such 
that the codimension in H,,l of the closure of A,f can assume any 
integral value between 0 and 4~ when f is extremal, and the codimension 
can assume any positive integral value when f is not extremal [14]. 
In the example of two analytic discs with their origins identified, with 
dm = 1/4+de + d#), the function which is z on one disc and 0 on the 
other is extremal, although it vanishes on a set of positive measure. 
It is not known, even in the case of a unique representing measure, 
(excluding of course the trivial case when m is a point mass), whether 
the density of A,f in HO1 necessarily implies the density of Af in H1. 
If we assume, like would be the case for finite Riemann surfaces, that 
log/f 1 is integrable for any nonzero f E H’, then certainly A,f dense in 
HO1 implies Af dense in HI. In fact if log 1 f 1 ELI, f = JF, with F outer, 
J E H”, 1 J ) > constant > 0. Then y(f) = 0 S- y(J) = 0, hence 
3fn E HoI, such that /I JFf, - J jlr -+ 0, so 11 Ffn - 1 II1 + 0 contradicting 
Ff, E HO1. So y(f) # 0, and Af is dense in H1. 
3. Boundary Values and the Phragmen-Lindelof Maximum Principle 
In this subsection, we establish the boundary value theory for 
H (HP, p > 0; He), and obtain an extended Phragmen-Lindelof theorem, 
for finite Riemann surfaces (as well as for open Riemann surfaces of 
finite connectivity, in terms of Green’s lines). 
We first treat in detail the simpler case of finitely connected plane 
domains, and then sketch what is needed to deal with finite surfaces of 
nonzero genus. The basic fact that, (in the terminology defined below), 
H(S) “equals” H, follows from an elementary construction in the case 
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of plane domains, and from the maximality of H” and other ingredients 
of the general theory, for higher genus. Let us mention that our approach 
to the planar case can further be used to obtain results concerning 
distributional boundary values of functions in HP, p < 1, on finite 
Riemann surfaces. Of this we give some indications (but no proofs), 
below. 
Let S be a finitely connected proper subdomain (open and connected 
subset) of the Riemann sphere. If the boundary of S, i3S consists of 
(finitely many) analytic closed Jordan curves, with no points in common, 
we shall say that S has analytic boundary. 
For the first part of our considerations, and until further notice, it 
will be always assumed that S has analytic boundary, and we can then 
also suppose that S is a bounded subset of the plane V. Later on we 
we shall reduce the general case to the situation with analytic boundary. 
Z’(S) denotes the set of all holomorphic functions on S. A(S) shall 
denote the algebra of all functions in Z(S) that are continuous on 
S u aS. A C C(&S) d enotes the restriction of A(S) to the boundary. 
As is standard, we define for p > 0, HP(S) as the set of all f E &f(S) 
such that 1 f 1~ has a harmonic majorant, i.e., there exists h harmonic 
in S, with 1 f IP < h in S. H@(S) is defined similarly. 
Let now z0 be an arbitrarily chosen point of S that will remain fixed 
throughout our discussion. WZ(=WZ,,~) shall designate the harmonic 
measure on 85’ relative to x0 . As is well known, [39]. we have in the 
present situation, 
where G(x) is the Green’s function of S relative to z0 , ds the length of 
arc on aS. Also, since aS is analytic, it follows from (the fact that G 
extends continuously to aS, and) the reflection principle, that G is real- 
analytic on aS. From this in turn, as is well known, it follows that 
grad G # 0 on all of aS, hence 
aGpn > 0 on 3s. 
Uniform integrability (of restrictions) can be given an intrinsic 
meaning for subharmonic functions. Consider a sequence of domains 
Sj C S, say with analytic boundaries, such that z0 E Sj, Sj C S,+l for 
all j, and uj Sj = S. Call such a sequence, an exhausting sequence of 
subdomains. Then: 
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3.1. Lemma. Let f E .8(S) and Sj be a sequence of exhausting sub- 
domains of S. Then the restrictions of log+ / f / to aSj form a uniformly 
integrable family (with respect to the harmonic measures on aSj relative 
to z,J, zf and only if f is in some Hb(S). 
Sketch of Proof. One use Lemma 1.1.1(e) (it holds, appropriately 
modified, for a family of measures instead of a single one), to find a 
Y(t) as in the lemma, such that J Y(log+ / fj I) dm < constant, fi denoting 
the restrictions to aSj . Since Y is convex, Y(log+ 1 f 1) is subharmonic. 
Now a standard argument on subharmonic functions [39], shows that 
Y(log+ 1 f 1) has a harmonic majorant. Actually Y can be chosen so that 
y(t) = 4(et), 4 b em ’ g as in Subsection 1.1. It follows that f 6 H@(S). The 
converse is immediate. 
Lemma 3.1 makes it clear that uniform integrability of the restrictions 
of log+ ) f 1, to boundaries of exhausting subdomains does not depend 
on the subdomains, nor on z0 , if f E Z(S). 
3.2. Definition. Given f E Z(S), we say that log+ / f 1 is uniformly 
integrable, if for some sequence of exhausting subdomains Si, the 
restrictions log+ ) fi 1 of log+ ) f / to as, form a u.i. family with respect 
to the harmonic measures on as, relative to x0 . 
Now we define 
H(S) = (feX(S) : logflf 1 is u.i.}. 
Also, on the compact space X5”, HP and H are defined relative to A and m 
as in subsection I. 1. 
3.3. Theorem. Let f E H(S). Then f has nontangential boundary 
values a.e. (relative to m) on a&‘. Denote the boundary function thus 
obtained from f by J? Then 3 E H. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.1, the existence of boundary values can be 
easily derived from the well known theorem concerning boundary 
values of functions of bounded characteristic in the unit disc U, [22] 
[g E H(U) certainly implies that g is of bounded characteristic]. Let 
Dj,j = 1,2 ,..., n, denote the components of $? - S. We can write 
f = fi + fi + *** +f,, ) where fj is holomorphic @ - Dj , 0 denoting 
the Riemann sphere. ?? - Dj is simply-connected; let TV be a conformal 
map of @ - Dj onto the unit disc U. 
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For Y < 1, define 
fr(z) = i rj(TT1(‘Tj(Z))), z E s. 
i=l 
Then jr E A. Indeed, since aS consists of Jordan curves, rj extends 
continuously to aDi , and since the latter is an analytic curve the reflection 
principle implies that ri is analytic on aD, . Since the extended map is 
still one-to-one near aD, , the derivative of 7j does not vanish on aD, , 
so ~;l has the same characteristics as 7j . Therefore ~;l(r~~(z)) is analytic 
in (?? - Di) n aD, and maps aD, inside Q - Dj . This shows that 
f&A. 
Consider now a point 5 on aD, (some j). Clearly T+-~(<) tends to 5 
as r + 1 in the direction of the normal to aDj ; so f(~;lr ~~(5))) -f(c) 
as r -+ 1 for almost all 5. Since 
f&) - f (T:‘r(Tj(~))) = 1 [(fdTilr(Td~))l (22) 
k#j 
and the second member is clearly continuous near aD, , it follows that 
j: -3 a.e. Actually, the second member of (22) tends to 0 uniformly 
(in [ E aDj) as Y - 1. From this, and f E H(S) follows at once that 
{log+ 1 f,. I} is uniformly integrable. Hence f~ H, as was asserted. 
For f E H(S), J will always denote the corresponding boundary 
function. As usual, for f E HP(S), 11 f (lpp is defined as h(z,), where h is 
the least harmonic majorant of 1 f Ip. It should be noticed that for 
f E H(S), f determinesf. Indeed if f E H(S), p = 0, then from the result 
for the unit disc (and Lemma 3.1) we conclude that f is 0 in some open 
subset of S, hence in all of S. In the theorem below, what is new is the 
case p < 1; for p > 1 it was proved by Rudin in [39]. 
3.4. Theorem. For p > 0, the map f -3 is an isometry of HP(S) onto 
HP. 
Proof. As in well-known, [42], m satisfies relative to A the assumptions 
of III, so our general theory is avaialable. From Fatou’s Iemma, if 
f E HP(S), then YELP, and lifll, < [if (I?, . From Theorem 3.3 and 
II.1.6,f~ H n Lp = Hp. Let g” be any element of Hp. We shall show 
that it is the boundary functions of a (uniquely determined) g E HP(S), 
satisfying II g Ilp < II i? Ilp . This and what we just saw will imply our 
theorem. We may assume log1 g I E L1, so thatg = yek, where JE (H”)-‘, 
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II Jllm < 1, (2 E HI, h is an integer such that Kp > 1 (from III). If rneB 
denotes the harmonic measure on aS relative to any x E S, then ([39]), J, 
and e are the boundary functions of J E H”(S), G E Hi(S), given by J(z) 
= .fas J dm, , ‘44 = Jas ~3 d m, . Set f = JGk. Straightforward use of the 
Poisson integrals will show thatf E HP(S), but will not yield I/ fll, < /I JII, 
because j need not be unimodular. Hence we proceed differently. Since 
fe H(S),jkP, th en f rom the proof of theorem 3.3, and the modification 
theorem in II, we know the existence of a sequence f, E A(S) such that 
Jn dJa.e., IL <RELP 
.A&) -f (4 all z E s. 
Since all m, are boundedly mutually absolutely continuous with respect 
to me0 , we have using Jensen’s inequality 
and since If,(z) Ip -+ 1 f(,z)I”, S / 3 1~ dm, = h(z) is a harmonic majorant 
for If(z)l”. Thus f E @(S) and moreover, 
llfll, d v&J))l’P = (j m dmJP = Ilf!lD ’ 
This concludes our proof. 
3.5. Theorem. f -43 indices a one-to-one linear map of H(S) onto H. 
Proof. The only thing left to prove is that the map is onto. Let 
3~ H. Then by our results in III, 
j=gexp{u”+i*ti} 
with 2 E H”, l/g” /lm < 1, ii~D(*). Set h”=u”+i*u”,h~Hp, p<l, 
by 11.2, hence by 3.4 it is the boundary function of an h E HP(S). 2 is 
the boundary function of a g E H”(S), and we define 
f(z) = g(z)eh@) 
Of course this f is in X(S) and has the desired boundary function 5 
We must show that f E H(S). S incepg H, 3~ H* for some exponentially 
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convex 4 (see I. 1). Considering the proof of Theorem 3.3, and proceeding 
as in 11.5.1, we find f, E A(S), such that 
“a e 
k(; ‘-; ;;, 
ML I> < h EL1> 
all z E s. 
Then, setting #(t) = +(et), 
d(lfk4> = $2 d(l.Mx)l) = ,‘i% Woglf&)l) 
Hence $(I f(z)l) has the h armonic majorant J+( / j I) dm. and f is in 
H+(S). By 3.1 we conclude f e H(S). 
If for ~ELO, we define il3II+ = 4-l (J+(I3I) dm), and for f E H@(S), 
define the norm in analogy with HP(S), we also have proved in what 
preceeds, 
3.6. Corollary. f -3 ’ d zn uces on H+(S) an isometry onto Hm. 
Given u extended real-valued, on S, and a sequence of exhausting 
subdomains (Si> of S let mj denote the harmonic measure on &S’, relative 
to zO . If the restrictions of u to &Si are u.i. respect to the mj , we shall 
simply say that u is u.i. relative to the sequence Sj of exhausting sub- 
domains of S. From the above results and 11.1.6(5.2) we have, 
3.7. Theorem. (Extended Phragmen-Lindelof Maximum Principle). 
Suppose f(z) is analytic in S, and (f(z)1 < e”(z), where ~(2) is extended 
real and u.i. relative some exhausting sequence of subdomains of S. Then 
(f has nontangential limits a.e. on K3, 3, and) if 0 < p <CO, YELP, 
then f E HP(S), and IIfll, = 11 flip ; moreover, ifji~ H+, then f E H+(S), and 
ll3ll, = llf II9 . 
We shall now indicate how to get rid of the assumption of analytic 
boundaries, and at the same time put our results in conformally invariant 
formulation. This can be done using Green’s lines through (any fixed 
point) z,, E S. First we consider S with the above assumption, and recall 
some known facts about Green’s lines,6 i.e., integral lines of the vector 
6 Green’s lines are studied in great detail by M. Brelot and G. Choquet, Espaces et 
lignes de Green, Ann. Inst. Fourier (Grenoble) 3 (1951), 199-263. A short description 
can be found in M. Parreau, Theoreme de Fatou . . . surfaces de Riemann, Ann. Acad. 
Sci. Fem. Ser. A. I. 250/25 (1958). 
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field grad G. As is well known, the Green’s lines through zO, go to aS 
except for finitely many. Denote the set of Green’s lines through x,, 
by 3 (Green’s space at +,). 3 inherits from the space of tangents at x0 , 
a compact topology (unit circle) and a measure (angular measure) called 
Green’s measure at x0 . A measurable set E of lines in $9 intercepts on 
aS a set of harmonic measure equal to the Green’s measure of E. On 
each line GE 3 reaching X3, there is a unique point /, such that 
0 < exp{-G/;)} = r < 1. For f E Z(S), define (a.e.) fT on 99 for fixed 
0 <P < 1, by 
Of course we shall say now that f has an a.e. boundary function g along 
Green’s lines, if f,(E) + g(e) as r + 1, a.e. relative to the Green’s measure. 
Since the Green’s lines, in the present situation are normal to aS at 
points of as, it is clear from the considerations above, that if f E H(S), 
f has a boundary functions along the lines of 9, and the latter isf-trans- 
ferred to 3. Thus the results of this section can be formulated, and hold, 
in terms of ‘29, and the related concepts. Notice that u.i. of (log+ 1 f, I), 
{ur} with respect to the Green’s measure, implies u.i. relative to an 
exhausting sequence of subdomains of log+ j f /, U, in the earlier- 
considered sense. Finally notice that 9, the lines, the Green’s measure, 
etc., are all conformally invariant objects. Also recall that an arbitrary 
finitely connected domain S in the Riemann sphere is conformally 
equivalent to a domain, with analytic boundary, plus isolated boundary 
points. Putting together all the above observations one easily sees the 
following. 
3.8. Theorem. (Extended Phragmen-Lindelof). Let S be any finitely 
connected hyperbolic domain on the Riemann sphere.7 Let f be halomorphic 
in s, {log+ Ifr I) b e u.i. (relative to the Green’s measure at x0 E S; f,. dejined 
as above relative to the Green’s space at q,). Then f determines a boundary 
functionfalong Green’s lines. If/‘e Lp, 0 < p <co (or L@), then f(z) E HP(x) 
(or fWs)h and llfll, = llfll, (IIfl19 = Ilflld In particular, if IfI G K 
for almost all lines, then / f (z)I < K for x E S. 
’ In the present situation hyperbolic merely means that gS’ should not reduce to 
isolated points. In any case, isolated points may form part of aS, and that case is reduced 
to the one with analytic boundary by “removing singularities”-in particular showing 
that if f has an isolated singularity, log+lf j is u.i., then the singularity is removable. 
A similar situation arises for Riemann surfaces in 3.12. 
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We now turn to Riemann surfaces. S will denote from here on, a 
finite Riemann surface considered as a compact surface less closed 
topological discs Dj with analytic boundaries. A, A(S), H, H(S), etc., 
have the same meanings as for plane domains. Clearly, the analog of 
Lemma 3.1 holds; hence if f E H(S), and U is the intersection of a 
parametric disc with S, then f E H(U). So f~ H(S) has nontangential 
1imitsja.e. on aS. We fix qu E S and m as before; G denotes the Green’s 
function with pole at q,, E S. 
3.9. Lemma Letf E HP(S), 1 < p < +co. Let m, denote the harmonic 
measure on aS for q E S, and f the boundary function for f. Then f(q) = 
SasJdm, 7 vq E s* 
Proof. Choose any q E S. Take annular boundary neighborhoods R$ 
limited each by a component 8,s of aS, and a “nearby” level curve 
ri of G = Gp . f E Hp(R,), and using the modification theorem 11.1.6 
for Rj , and Stokes,’ theorem, with the analytic differential aG (q fixed), 
we obtain SajsfaG = Jr, f8G. Since aG = - 4 (i aG/an) ds along rj , 
An alternative proof for the case p = CO, as suggested by Glicksberg, 
goes as follows: Let B = {J’e Lm(&S) : f E H”(S)}. By local con- 
siderations we conclude ilfllrn = IIpllm. Define r(f) = f(q). By the 
general theory and local considerations near aS, B 3 H”, and y on H” 
is represented by mp . From the uniqueness of Arens-Singer measure 
for y on H” [42], we conclude that f(q) = Jasjdm, Vf E H”(S). 
3.10. Theorem. W :f+f, maps H(S) one-to-one onto H. The 
restriction of W to HP(S), is an isometry onto HP, for any p > 0. 
Proof. We first show that H” = (H”(S))-. As mentioned before, 
H” C (H”(S))- = B. By 3.9, m is multiplicative on B. Hence by the 
maximality theorem 111.2.2, B = H”. 
Suppose 7 E H, then 7 is of the form El<, with 5, 5 E H”, 5 outer. 
From 3.9, we conclude that 77 E (H(S))-. Now let f E H(S). Then 
log+ 13 1 E L1, and there is u E D(*) such that log+ 13 I - u EL”. Set 
7 = exp{u + i *u}, then 7, 7-r E H, 7 = w(g). fg-l E H(S) and hence 
is in H(Ri) for boundary neighborhoods Rj as considered previously. 
Since the boundary values of fg-l are in L” on aRj , we conclude 
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fg-l E H”(R,). So fg-l E H”(S), and j = (fg-l)-g E H. So H = (H(S))-. 
The rest of our assertion follows as in the case of the plane. 
3.11. Theorem. The extended Phragmen-L&de&f principle is valid, as 
stated in 3.7, when S is any jkite Riemann surface. 
Any open Riemann surface of finite connectivity can be mapped 
conformally onto a Riemann surface with analytic boundary (and/or 
isolated boundary points). In view of this, Theorem 3.11 and the 
arguments involving Green’s lines described earlier, lead to the following. 
3.12. Theorem. The Phragmen-Lindekf principle in terms of Green’s 
lines, as stated in 3.8, still holds when S is any open hyperbolic Riemann 
surface of jinite connectivity. 
Finally, we should not abondon the topic of boundary values of HP 
functions, without mentioning-although no proofs or details shall be 
given here-that it can be shown that (with 8,S analytic) f E HP(S), 
p < 1, has well-determined (Schwartz) distributional “boundary values” 
f* on aS, besides the a.e. boundary values j, such that f is in the 
appropriate sense the “Poisson integral” off *. f * is of course analytic, 
in the sense that it is in the distribution closure of A. For certain aspects 
concerning the boundary theory of HP(S), p < 1, it is f * that is relevant 
rather thanf As an example, consider the following 
3.13. Theorem. Let f E HP(S), p < 1, and assume that the boundary 
distribution f * is real-valued in some open arc r of as. Then f can be 
continued analytically across r. 
Theorem 3.13 is obviously false if j is used instead off *. 
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